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New Ivory Finish

POLO SP [AKER
The Most Beautiful Reproducer on the Market!

The polished tusk of an elephant is one of the choicest substances for the
production of art objects, including precious carved trinkets. This ivory effect
is now obtainable in the Polo Speaker (shown 1-3 scale). A new spraying
process gives the real ivory effect-as entrancing as anything you've ever seen.

THE table Model Polo Speaker (illustrated) in a de luxe ivory finished housing,
with moulded metal front piece, makes an outstanding table model speaker. It

will stand the heaviest load-even two 250' tubes in push-pull without rattling-yet
it is so sensitive it will work well from any output tube, even a 201A1 The super-
sensitive Twin Magnet Polo Unit is used, with a Burtex cone. Order one today at
$13.50, on 10 -day trial. Pay $9.00 C.O.D., rest in 90 days. You will
receive the factory -built speaker, all ready to play.

The Polo Twin Magnet Unit is furnished with bracket, apex
and 10 -ft. cord, at $10.00. Pay $6.00 C.O.D., balance in 90 days.

A characteristic of the Polo Unit and the Polo
Speaker is full, rich rendition of the low notes,
due to even frequency response over the entire
audible scale.

Acoustical Engineering Associates,
143 West 45th Street, N. Y. City.

(Just East of Broadway)
Please ship at once:

0 One Ivory Finish Polo Speaker, at $13.50; $9 Pay-
able C. 0. D., rest in 90 days.

12 One Polo Unit with bracket, apex, chuck, nut and
10 ft. cord, at $10.00; $6.00 payable C. 0. D.,
rest In 90 days.

[Put cross in proper square above.]

Name

Address

City State
TEN-DAY MONEY -BACK GUARANTEE r

The Twin Magnet Polo Unit
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FILL OUT AND MAIL NOW
SUBSCRIPTION BLANK

RADIO WORLD
RADIO WORLD 145 West 45th Street, New York City

(Just East of Broadway)

Please send me RADIO WORLD for months, for which
SUBSCRIPTION RATES:

Single Copy $ .15
Three Months 1.50
Six Months 3.00
One Year, 52 Issues 6.00

Add $1.00 a Year for Foreign
Postage; 50c for Canadian Post-
age.

please find enclosed

$100:-91 WORTH
of Pleasure and Convenience

for Only $2-"

IF you have two loudspeakers and want
a convenient method of playing both

at the same time, or one at a time, the
Speakerelay gives you that service at the
turn of a knob. Simply connect the
Speakerelay cord tips to the output
(speaker posts) of your receiver, and put
the cord tips of one speaker in the first
two holes (shown on top in illustration)
and the cord tips of the other speaker in
the remaining two holes (not shown).
Then point the knob to "1" at left to
play the speaker whose cords are at left,
or point the knob to "1" at right to play
the other speaker. Or, to play both to-
gether, point the knob at "2".

Instead of using two speakers you may
use one speaker and one pair of ear-
phones. This is a great asset when tun-
ing in DX, for with earphones you may
readily discern the call letters that might
not be so plain on the speaker. Also, any
weak station may be tuned in with more
accurate sharpness with earphones-and
remember the speaker may be going all
the while!

Another fine advantage is that anybody
hard of hearing can listen to any program
on the earphones, while the others hear it
from the speaker-all simultaneously, re-
member!

Or you might want to listen in late
at night on earphones alone, so as not to
disturb anybody. Your set may have no
detector listening post. Simply cut out
the speaker-by a mere turn of the
Speakerelay knob-and adjust the volume
control of your receiver until reception is
just comfortably loud on earphones.

Get one of these Speakerelays today,
at only $2. It is sturdily built in a molded
bakelite casing, only 23/4" high. Positive,
unerring contact affords dependable re-
sults. It offers instantaneous convenience.
There is no loss in volume when this
device is used.

Members of the trade, service men,salesmen, etc., use the Speakerelay to
compare two speakers in a store or inthe home.

You can get $100 worth of service outof one of these $2 products!
Cat. No 121 (illustrated) $2.00

If you desire a Speakerelay that enables
comparison of four different speakers, soany one may be played at a time, but all
connected in the casing, then order Cat.No. 1234.
Cat. No. 1234 $2.50

We stock the Speakerelays in quantityand sell them singly or in multiple lots,
on an immediate delivery basis. We alsohave them on display at our office, so, if
convenient, come in and see them.

A five-day money -back guaranty at-
taches to each purchase of a Speakerelay.

Guaranty Radio Goods Co.
145 West 45th Street

New York City
(A few doors East of Broadway)
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LONGER LIFE
BETTER TONE

MORE VOLUME
A guarantee slip is
ton. Fill this out
insurance. Built
TUBES open new
tion.

contained in each car -
and earn FREE tube

to excel, KELLY
vistas of radio recep-

401A $1.00
4X Special Detector 2.00
412A 2.00
471A 2.00
UX499 1.25
426AC 2.00
427AC 3.50
440 (high mu) 1.50
422 (screen grid) 3.50
480 3.50

SCREEN
GRID422

Our 22 stands up.

HIGH440 MU
great for resistance or

Impedance audio
KELLY TUBE COMPANY
57 Dey Street, New York City

KELLY TUBES
Prescribed for the

Screen Grid Universal
One screen grid 422 0.511Two 410A at $1.00 each 2.111One 412A (for 135 volts) 2.Nor One 471A (for 180 volts) LOOSend $7.50 for set of four tubes for this receiver.
Specify whether power tube wanted Is 412A or 47IA

KELLY TUBE COMPANY
57 Dey Street New York City

10 -Day Money -Back Guarantee

Front Panel and Subpanel
for the

Screen Grid Universal
Bakelite front panel alone, drilled.. $2.35Drilled aluminum subpanel alone, withself - bracketing feature, built - insockets, extra washers and hard-ware

3.00Both front and subpanel together 5.00
GUARANTY RADIO GOODS CO.145 West 45th Street, New York City(Just East of Broadway)

RADIO WORLD, published every Wednesday,dated Saturday of same week, from publicationoffice, Hennessy Radio Publications Corporation,145 West 45th Street, New York, N. Y., Just eastof Broadway. Roland Burke Hennessy, President;M. B. Hennessy, Vice -President; Herman Ber-nard, Secretary. Roland Burke Hennessy, Editor;Herman Bernard, Managing Editor; J. E. Ander-son, Technical Editor; Anthony Sodaro, Art Editor.

Build the New

SCREEN GRID UNIVERSAL!

Unusual Results on Four Tubes!
HOW much can one achieve on only four tubes? The new Screen Grid Uni-

versal is the answer. It meets all the requirements of the wavelength
reallocation, brings in distant stations distinctly, affords exceptional tone,

and is easy to build. You'll be surprised at the results. Your friends, too, will
admire your receiver. You can sit them down in your parlor and give them loud-
speaker reception of distant stations they never heard of -100 -watt stations, too l

The screen grid tube is used as a radio frequency amplifier in a new and most
efficient manner. Correct circuit design and co-ordinated parts make this circuit
outstanding. Build it now!

Very Selective, Yet Lots of Volume!
Two dials tune in the entire wave-

length band, using either .0005 mfd.
or .00035 mfd. tuning condensers. The
circuit affords all the selectivity you
need, separates stations excellently and
without "background reception," and
despite this fine selectivity, affords
more than enough volume, so that you
must tone it down with the volume
control, even on far -distant stations!

The screen grid RF tube is followed
by two -01A tubes, while the output
tube may be a -12A or -71A power
tube, depending on whether you have
135 volts or 180 volts maximum at your
disposal.

Screen grid coils especially designed
for this receiver permit you to obtain
any desired degree of selectivity, but
always with a high level of reproduced
sound. The primary of the interstage
coupler is tuned, while the secondary
doubles the voltage by step-up ratio.

The circuit is stable, easy to build, easy totune. Build it from the official blueprint and
the theoretical expression and constructional
details in the December 1st, 8th and 15thissues. This blueprint was made directly from
the laboratory model of this receiver as con-structed by Herman Bernard, the designer.It is a remarkable blueprint, because the wir-
ing that is done on top of the subpanel is
shown just as you want it, in the actualmanner of its appearance Also, the wiring
underneath the subpanel is shown as it actu-
ally appears. Hence there are two separate,
clear life-sized views on one sheet, not just
one view, made to appear "transparent."

When you turn the subpanel upside down
for underneath wiring you don't have toimagine the direction the leads take. Noth-ing is left to the imagination.

RADIO WORLD, 145 W. 45th St.. New York City(Just East of Broadway)
Enclosed please find $1.00 for which send meet once a blueprint of the 4 -tube Screen Grid

Universal Receiver, as designed by Herman Ber-
nard.

45c extra for Dec. lit, 8th, 15th issues el
Radio World.

Name

Address

City State

SCREEN GRID COILS
for the

4 -tube SG Universal
Antenna coil, Model RF5

for .0005 mfd. $1.00
Antenna coil, Model RF3

for .00035 mfd. 1.25
Coupler, Model TP5, for

.0005 mfd. 2.00
Coupler, Model TP3, for

.00035 mfd. 2.25

SCREEN GRID COIL CO.
143 West 45th Street

New York City
Immediate Delivery and

10 -Day Money -Back Guarantee

Complete Kit of Parts for the Four -Tube

Screen Grid UniveGerrridshrwalti
As Specified by Herman Bernard

What You Get w9;,,; -,%-g';° ,Srcarne:fnorin
center -tapped secondary; Model 5RF for .0005 std. 1.3,L4 -One Screen Grid high impedance Interatage emenlee,with center -tapped primary; Model DTP for .0005 old.CI -One .00025 mfd. Aerevox grid condenser. with slips.
C2, C3 -Two Hammarlund Midline .0005 mfd. toningcondensers. C4 -One Hammarlund Junior condenser; Cat.No. MCI I (50 mmfd.). RI -One Lynch metallized arid
leak, 2 meg. R2 -One No. 622 Amperite, with mount.R3, R4, R5 -Three No. IA Amperites with three mounts.Rh -One 50 -ohm rheostat. TI, T2 -Two National newaudio transformers. SW -One filament switch. PL-Oaspilot light bracket with lamp. Two dials with two dialpointers. Two knobs. Four binding
posts (Ant.. find., Speaker plus,
Speaker minus). One 10x20 -Inch $35=ND.00minum self -bracketing subpanel, with
sockets affixed, and Including hardware
and insulating washers. One 7121 -Inch
drilled Bakelite front panel. One nine. NETlead battery cable. One Peewee slip.

Blueprint Free With Each Kit Order
CUSTOM SET BUILDERS SUPPLY CO.

57 Dey Street, New York City
Tel. Barclay 8659 Corner Greentrish StreetRADIO WORLD, a weekly paper, published by Hennessy Radio Publications Corporation. from Publication Office, 145 West 45th Street, New York, N. Y.Phone: BRYant 0558 and 0559. 15c per copy, $6 per year. This issue is dated February 2d, 1929, and is Vol. XIV. No. 20. Whole No. 358. Enteredas second-class matter, March, 1922. at the post office at New York. NI. Y. under Act of March 13270
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BLUEPRINT FREE!
4 -Tube Screen Grid Diamond of the Air
Blueprint, full sized picture wiring dia-
gram; also schematic diagram and panel
layout.
At 15c per copy RADIO WORLD costs you 60(
for four weeks. But if you send 50c NOW you
get the first and only national radio weekly for
four consecutive weeks and this handsomr
official blueprint FREE!
This blueprint is life-sized and shows in easy
picture diagram form how to mount parts anc
wire this super -sensitive receiver. One screen
grid tube is used as radio frequency amplifier
The rest of tubes are two -01A and one 112A.
This circuit gives you distance, tone quality, east
of performance. No shielding, no neutralizing
required I

Radio World, 145 West 45th Street, New York City
Enclosed please find 50 cents (stamps, coin

check or money -order) for which send me RADIO
WORLD for four weeks, and free Diamond S. G
blueprint.

Name

Address

City State

0 Renewal.

If you are already a mail subscriber for RADIO
WORLD you may extend your subscription fotc
weeks ana get free blueprint, but put a cross it
the square.

SAVE THOSE TUBES!
Many persons have
sets with Navy
type sockets-the
kind with the collar
on and the bayonet
hinge for the pin
on the base of the
tube. If you put,
a La 199 tube in
a Navy type soc-
ket a short may
blow out all the
tubes. Play safe
and have fine con-
tact besides. Use
an adapter that fits
UN 199 into
Navy sockets (Cat.
No. U%). Price
20 cents each.

GUARANTY RADIO GOODS CO.
145 West 45th St., N. Y. City

McARTHUR'S SHELL TALLIES for scoring at
bridge parties or for bridge favors. A beautiful,
dainty, unusual and useful gift utterly unlike
anything else you have ever seen. When you
use them at your next bridge party, all your
friends will ws.nt to know where you got them
$3.00 a dozen (for twelve place cards and tallies),
postpaid. C. McArthur, 620 Plaza Place, St.
Petersburg, Florida.

ELIMINATES
A C  HIJM

LINE NOISES
imeALL DISTURBANCES

FROM ELECTRICAL SCOURCES

A TRUTONE PRODUCT

The SI-LEN-SER makes any electric or any elec-
trified set play as quietly and free from hum as any
battery operated receiver. The SI-LEN-SER
silences all stray power line noises which enter
the receiver through the power packs of electric
sets and eliminators.

The SI-LEN-SER eliminates absolutely all hum from
powerhouse generators, and all bothersome knocks and
noises that emanate fiorn such electrical sources as nearby
power lines, such electrical devices as electric refrigerators,
vacuum cleaners, oil burners and other noise -breeding elec-
tric household apparatus.

EASY TO HOOK UP
All that's necessary is to plug the SI-LEN-SER into your wall or light socket, plug your

set into the SI-LEN-SER, then make a ground connection. That's all there is to it. The
SI-LEN-SER is small and compact, being 3% inches in diameter and 5 inches high. In addi-
tion to eliminating hum and other noises the SI-LEN-SER also prolongs the life of your A.C.
tubes and enables you to use them at their maximum efficiency.

USED ON ANY VOLTAGE FOR ANY CURRENT
The SI-LEN-SER is absolutely universal. It works efficiently on either alternating or direct

current and on any voltage or cycles, with any eliminator, either old style or new. The
SI-LEN-SER is the device that all radio engineers have been seeking to make the electric set
perfect. With the SI-LEN-SER, the clear and noiseless reception of a battery -driven receiver
is now possible with the convenience of an electric radio.

Sold by All Dealers
If your local dealer cannot supply you with a SI.LEN-SER,

write us direct. The SI-LEN-SER is approved by radio engineers and
fully guaranteed against electrical and mechanical defects.

Positively no C.O.D.'s unless accompanied by 20% of the price.
JOBBERS AND DEALERS-WRITE FOR DETAILS.

Manufactured and Guaranteed by

.50

TRUTONE RADIO SALES CO.

List

Makers of the famous tabitbannollit A.C. RECEIVERS
114-116 WORTH ST. Phone: Worth 5573 NEW YORK, N. Y.

AC DYNAMIC CHASSIS
110 volt 50.60 Cycle Model, with Built.in

Rectifier and Outptit Transformer
YOU

simply must get a dynamics speaker.
There's nothing more Important to your

radio installation. Everybody's getting one.
Why deny yourself the advantages of most
superior tone realism? Your set can't over-
tax a dynamic speaker. You can't buy any-
thing at anywhere near our prices that will
give you such satisfaction.

All you need is the chassis. It plays
splendidly just as it is. You may put it in
a baffle box, or in a cabinet, if you like.

If your home Is wired for electricity of the
alternating current type, 110 volts, 50 to 60
cycles, then get the AC model at $23.52. It
has a plugged cord for connection to the lamp
socket or convenience outlet. The two extra
leads, with tips on, go to the output posts
of your receiver-the speaker posts.

The AC model has a built-in rectifier that
changes the AC (alternating current) to DC
(direct current) and filters it. The rectifier is- - - - - - -
Acoustical Engineering Associates,
143 West 45th Street, N. Y. City

(Just East of Broadway)
Please ship C.O.D. at once.

0 One 110 volt, 50-60 cycle AC Model dynamic
speaker chassis at $23.52, plus cartage cost.

O One 6 -volt Model dynamic speaker chassis at
$17.64, plus cartage cost.

Name

City

Address

State

shown at right in the illustration. Also there
is a built-in output transformer, (at left in
illustration). Your receiver therefore needs no
output transformer-there is one in the dynamic
chassis.

For best results use as the output tube of

your receiver any of the following power
tubes -120, 171, 171A, 210, 250, or two
in push-pull. If your set has a 112 power tube
put in a 171 and increase the negative grid
bias. If your set has a 112A or a 201A for
the output tube, put in a 171A and increase
the negative grid bias. No other changes are
necessary.

Remember that the dynamic is this year's
supreme contribution to radio, and you must
share in this fine advantage to enjoy the best
and be thoroughly up-to-date.

6.VOLT MODEL
If you have a 6 -volt

storage battery to heat the
filaments of your tubes you
may use the 6 -volt model
dynamic chassis with equal
results. The current drain
is low. But if you have
AC house supply of elec-
tricity, even if you use a
storage battery, the AC model dynamic chassis is recom-
mended, because if you decide at any time to have an AC

set you'd have to retain the storage battery Just to run the
6 -volt model. If you have no electricity in your home, then
you must use the 6 -volt modeL It looks exactly like the
other model, except that the rectifier is omitted as unnec-
essary. The current used is already direct. The output
transformer to built-in, however. Both models perform alike.

$11.64

$23.52

The AC model, 110 vette, 50 to 60 cycles, is
illustrated. It has built-in rectifier and filter
and built-in output transformer. Price, $23.53
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CALDWELL ALL

SET TO RESIGN

BY NEXT MONTH
Washington

Having hinted several times that he
would like to resign, to resume his edi-
torial work with the McGraw-Hill Pub-
lishing Company, of New York, Commis-
sioner Orestes H. Caldwell has decided
that "now is the time," and will not seek
reappointment, even if the While bill is
enacted to extend the life of the Commis-
sion for another year, until March 15th,
1930.

Mr. Caldwell was editor of "Radio Re-
tailer," published by the company. He
accepted appointment by President Cool-
idge in the expectation he would not be
away from his editorial work for long.
But he has been at his task almost two
years, and each time he tried to detach
himself from his present duties some radio
problem would arise, ,and he would stay
in office.

Played Leading Part

During part of his tenure he was being
paid by the McGraw-Hill Company the
difference between his salary as Federal
Radio Commissioner and the larger pay he
received from the publishing company as
editor, but after this fact was aired in
Congressional hearings the difference pay-
ments were discontinued, at Mr. Caldwell's
request, so he has an added reason to re-
turn to his life work.

During his tenure Commissioner Cald-
well has played a leading part, and has
earned much respect for his frankness, even
from those who disagreed with him on
the policies he advocated. He has been
an enthusiastic supporter of high power
and cleared channels, has freely admitted
shortcomings of the Commission, advocates
that its life as an administrative body be
permitted to expire, without extension, and
has stated that little of an emergency na-
ture remains to be solved.

Has Been Storm Center
Mr. Caldwell is a radio experimenter him-

self, and his home in New York is equipped
with many novel radio and other electrical
devices, some of them of his own inven-
tion, many at least of his own devising.

Congressional storms have swirled about
Commissioner Caldwell's head, and his very
confirmation was the subject of heated de-
bate in the Senate.

With his engineering knowledge he has
been able to get a good grasp of the ra-
dio problems.

Louis G. Caldwell, general counsel of
the Commission, not related to Commis-
sioner Caldwell, recently resigned, but had
to defer the effective date, because of legal
problems of the Commission, in which he
was specially well versed. Counsel Cald-
well is a Chicago lawyer, specializing in
radio work, and will return to private
practice, effective February 23rd.

CONVENTION THIS MONTH
The annual convention of the Federated

Radio Trade Association will be held in
Buffalo, N. Y., February 18th and 19th.

TWO BEAUTIES HEARD ORDER LIMITING

CHAINS PUT OFF

UNTIL MARCH 1

MARY LEWIS, FORMER "FOLLIES"
GIRL, NOW A SOPRANO OF THE
METROPOLITAN OPERA COMPANY,
NEW YORK CITY, SANG CALIFOR-
NIA SPANISH FOLK SONG AT A RE-
CENT ATWATER KENT RADIO

HOUR.

BEATRICE HARRISON, ENGLAND'S
BEST KNOWN WOMAN CELLIST,
WAS HEARD ON THE SAME PRO-

GRAM.

Washington.
The effective date of the chain broad-

casting order of the Federal Radio Com-
mission, limiting duplicated operation on
cleared channe s to stations more than 300
-miles apart, has been postponed from Feb-
ruary 1st to March 1st, under a General
Order adopted by the Commission.

The action was taken on motion of Com-
missioner Lafount. He said that studies
thus far show that the probability is "that
the effect of General Order No. 43 as it
now stands will be to deprive important
regions of programs which they now de-
sire."

The Commission adopted the orginal Gen-
eral Order in September, to become effective
along with the general reallocation of No-
vember 11th. But stations, manufacturers
and listeners complained, and the Commis-
sion, in October, deferred the effective date
until February 1st. Pending a survey of
the effect of the order and the extent to
which regions desiring certain programs
would be deprived of them.

The new general Order, (No. 57) fol-
lows in full text:

"The Federal. Radio Commission hereby
postpones the effective date of General
Order 43, limiting duplicated operation on
cleared channels to stations more than 300
miles apart until March 1st.

"The full text of the resolution intro-
duced by Commissioner Lafount, and adopt-
ed by the Commissioner, with Commission-
ers Sykes and Pickard dissenting, follows :

"Whereas, the Engineering Division of
the Commission has not yet completed its
survey of the effect of Order No. 43 to
determine to what extent regions of the
country desiring certain programs will be
deprived of them, and

"Whereas, it appears from the study so
far made by the Engineering Division that
the probability is that the effect of Gen-
eral Order No. 43 as it now stands will be
to deprive important regions of programs
which they now desire, and

"Whereas, it appears necessary that a
method be evolved for determination by
the Commission of the question as to
whether there is excessive duplication of
programs in any particular region, and if
any, the plan of remedy therefor.

"Be it therefore resolved, that the ef-
fective date of General Order No. 43 be
further postponed until March 1st, 1929,
and that a General Order to this effect be
issued and promulgated."

TELEVISION HEARING SOON
Washington

A hearing as to the advisability of per-
mitting visual broadcasting within the
broadcasting band will be held at the Fed-
eral Radio Commission on February 14th.

Evidence as to whether television and
picture transmission can be accommodated
on a 10 -kilocycle band of frequencies, as
is audible broadcasting; whether such trans-
mission will result in undue interference
with broadcasting; whether there is any
general public interest in having such trans-
mission take place in the broadcast band
rather than on short waves will be heard.
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LET BOARD DIE,

IS PLEA OF ONE

COMMISSIONER
Washington.

One of the Federal Radio Commissioners
opposes the White bill to extend the life
of the Commission for one year; that is,
until March 15th, 1930. That Commis-
sioner is Orestes H. Caldwell, of New
York (First zone). He testified before the
House Committee on Merchant Marine
and Fisheries. He believes the Depart-
ment of Commerce can administer radio
affairs and that the Commission may serve
as a quasi-judicial body solely.

Commissioner Caldwell, replying to Rep-
resentative Davis, of Tullahoma, Tenn.,
declared that the administrative activities
of the Radio Commission should return
to the Department of Commerce.

Representative Davis called attention to
testimony before the committee two years
ago by Herbert Hoover, who, as Secre-
tary of Commerce, declared that the prob-
lem of radio was too big to place upon
any individual and that it should be vest-
ed in a commission. At that time, said
Mr. Davis, Secretary Hoover declared that
"big contests" would arise.

Did Well in Past
Mr. Caldwell responded that the De-

partment of Commerce, under Secretary
Hoover, had handled radio problems well
in the past, and that he has "every reason
to believe that they will be handled well
in the future."

"President-elect Hoover years ago gave
warning to this committee that were dis-
regarded and that apparently have come
true," said Representative Davis.

"It is a revelation to me," Commissioner
Caldwell observed, "how much Mr. Hoover
knew about the subject then. The Com-
mission is just learning it now."

Asked by Representative Davis whether
conditions were "better or worse" as a
result of the reallocation, Mr. Caldwell
said he considered the "general situation
is improved," and that "certainly every
effort has been made to give greater ser-
vice to the most people." He added that
he thought this has been done.

Query on Favoritism
Representative Davis endeavored to

bring out that of the 43 stations of the
Columbia Broadcasting System, only one,
WCCO, at Minneapolis -St. Paul, had a
power assignment in excess of 5,000 watts,
in contrast to the several stations on the
National Broadcasting Company's chains.
that have power of 50,000 watts.

Discusses Cleared Channels
"Are not these stations of the Columbia

chain serving the country satisfactorily
without high power ?" he asked.

Mr. Caldwell explained that the Com-
mission has not taken into consideration
the fact that a station was a chain station
in assigning it a cleared channel and that
all stations on cleared channels are po-
tential users of super -power. Two of the
Columbia chain stations are authorized to
use that amount of power, he said.

ART LECTURES TO BE GIVEN
Cincinnati

A series of art lectures will be broad:
cast from WLW by Dr. Henry T. Bailey,
head of the Cleveland Art School and cur-
ator of the Cleveland Museum, beginning
Tuesday, February 12th, at 1:30 p. m.

'TIS AS IT SEEMS

(Paramount)
SOME OF THE TOOTS OF A BABY
HORN AND THE PLUNKS OF A XYL-
OPHONE, SOUND AS IF THE PLAY-
ERS WERE MAKING EUN$tY FACES
WHILE PRODU,CING k THE MUSIC.
SO IT IS, AS NEIL HAMILTON AND
MISCHA AUER PROVE AT KNX,

LOS,. ANGELES.

TRADE 15 COOL

TO BOARD LIFE
The life or death of the Federal Radio

Commission is a matter of small concern
to the Radio Manufacturers Association,
said Bond P. Geddes, after a trip to Wash-
ington, where he held conferences.

Mr. Geddes said:
"The sentiment regarding the life or

death of the commission is scrambled. There
seems to be an indifference on the part of
Congress and also in radio circles. However,
the radio manufacturers are perfectly agree-
able to try the commission for another
year.

"The current situation is very much in-
volved politically. Some of the politicians
apparently want to kill the Commission, so
to speak, by tying the bill to extend its
life up with more radio legislation, which
will no doubt lead to a jam and final block-
ing of the bill at the final session of Con-
gress.

"No one seems to be particularly worried,
because all realize that should the control
of broadcasting pass to the Department of
Commerce, it will be in able hands, as it
was previous to the creation of the Com-
mission."

Ether is Owned
By Whole World

Ottawa, Canada.
The whole world owns the ether, the

International Radio Conference agreed,
thus sustaining the principles laid down
in the 1927 conference that there is no
sovereignty in the ether, Each country
is duty-bound to prevent interference in
its own domain, and by mutual agreement
with neighboring countries to aid the
same end co-operatively.

Canada, Newfoundland, Cuba and the
'United States participated in the con-
ference. Federal Radio Commissioner
Sykes, on behalf of the United States,
reciprocated Canada's good wishes.

VAUDEVILLE'S

MASTERS GIVE

THRILLING HOUR
The masters of the art of vaudeville se-

lection, arrangement and presentation put
on the best regular variety bill that ever
graced the air when the Radio-Keith-
Orpheum Hour was inaugurated recently.
WEAF was the station. The coast -to -
coast chain carried the program. The
new hour was thrilling-a perfected struc-
ture in every detail. Not only was the
program notable for the top-notch talent,
with every act a feature, but it marked
the first official public appearance of the
new entity, R -K -O, in which the Radio
Corporation of America and the Keith-
Albee-Orpheum group have a united in-
terest. The RCA interest is through its
subsidiaries, the National Broadcasting
Company and Photophone. The link -up
as to Photophone affects "talkies" in
K -A -O theatres.

New Attitude
The winning of the great vaudeville

booking and theatre -owning organizations
to radio represented a complete reversal
of the early reaction to radio, which was
then regarded as a menace to the vaude-
ville theatre. However, radio has proved
its worth, and the co-operative use of
this medium is expected to make radio
listeners still more anxious to see and
hear the great artists in person on the
stage.

The first program comprised eight
vaudeville features and an address by
Hiram S. Brown, president of R -K -O.

Remote control was worked in its in-
tricate aspect without a hitch, since
voices were carried by wire from Boston,
Chicago, Milwaukee and Philadelphia, and
"nemoed" with fine skill.

The Bill
The program, and the theatre in which

the artist was booked at the time of the
broadcast, follow:

Henry Santry and his band, Keith Me-
morial Theatre, Boston.

Will Fyffe, Scotch comedian, Keith's
Palace Theatre, New York.

Adele Verne, pianist, Palace Orpheum
Theatre, Chicago.

Glenn & Jenkins, colored comedians,
Grand Opera House, Philadelphia.

Mae Murray, screen star, and her
Marimba Band, New York, Hippodrome.

Nick Lucas, comedian and singer,
Palace Orpheum Theatre, Milwaukee.

Addres by Mr. Brown.
Marian Harris, singing comedienne.
Henry Santry and his band.
R -K -O Orchestra.
The Hour is expected to be a feature

each Tuesday evening.

Fight on Davis Law
Is Started in Ohio

Columbus, Ohio.
Asserting that the Davis equalization

amendment to the Radio Law injures all
zones except the Fifth (Far West), and
that Ohio suffers particularly, C. C. Hol-
lenbach, director of WAIU, Columbus,
has asked the twenty-six stations in Ohio
to join in a demand for rescinding the
amendment.

The support of United States Senators
and Representatives is to be enlisted.
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SHORT WAVES

TO ONE GROUP

UNDER ATTACK
Washington.

At Congressional hearings on the bill
to extend the life of the Radio Commis-
sion for one year Representative Free, of
California, raised questions affecting the
propriety of the grant by the Commission
of forty shortwave permits to the Univer-
sal Wireless Communications Co., of Buf-
falo, N. Y., to send and receive messages.
Commissioner Sykes, Lafount and Rob-
inson voted in favor of the grant. Com-
missioners Caldwell and Pickard did not.

Representative Bland questioned Mr -
Caldwell concerning the recent shortwave
allocation.

"Will the establishment of the radio
telegraph network of the Universal Com-
munications Company create a competi-
tion with the Western Union and other
telegraph companies" he asked.

Approves Competition
"Yes, and I think it would be desira-

ble," responded Mr. Caldwell.
Representative Rowbottom (Rep.), of

Evansville, Ind., said he understood this
"is the complaint that the metallic wire
companies have against the wireless com-
pany."

Representative Larsen, of Georgia, asked
Mr. Caldwell why the Commission had
denied the application of the Radio Cor-
poration of America for short waves. He
cited the fact that the Radio Corporation
has been long in the trans -Atlantic and
trans -Pacific radio field.

Chance for R. C. A.
Mr. Caldwell indicated that the Radio

Corporation would obtain some short-
wave channels. He declared he had heard
it said that the short-wave channels allo-
cated to the Universal Company were
worth $1,000,000 each.

WHAT READERS WRITE
EDITOR RADIO WORLD:

IHAVE read with interest comments
and articles on the reallocation of sta-

tions and can heartily agree with WLW
that the air is full of howls and squeals.

I also noted an article in which the Ra-
dio Commissioners try to discourage sta-
tions from appealing to their listeners for
justice.

I don't agree with them. For instance,
KFBK, of Laramie, Wyo., the only sta-
tion in Wyoming, has 500 watts on 600 kc.
It has appealed for 1,000 watts, but with-
out success; also- for better frequency,
with the same result. This channel is
congested in the local territory, as San
Diego interferes at all times. Wyoming
ought to be entitled to at least one sta-
tion with 1,000 watts and on a good chan-
nel.

Further, the chain stations have in-
creased. Now we get from ten to twenty
different channels with the same programs.
The Commission may have helped some
localities, but not this.

The wave channels from 900 kc. up are
just a muddle. The idea of giving a sta-
tion low power and putting it on a low
wavelength is bad. Low power and high
wavelength would come nearer spreading
them out.

CLARENCE A. BRADT,
Columbine, Colo.

"MIKE" FOREVER

HAVING BEEN WGY'S LEADING
LADY WHILE A STUDENT AT
ALBANY, N. Y., AND ALSO A
STAGE ACTRESS LATER, ROSALINE
GREENE IS NOW LEADING LADY
OF THE EVEREADY HOUR, IRRE-
TRIEVABLY WON BACK TO THE
MICROPHONE AS AGAINST STAGE
APPEARANCES. SHE IS SHOWN IN
CHARACTER, OTHERWISE HER

HAIR WOULD BE COMBED.

OUR ROSALINE

IS "OFF" STAGE
Rosaline Greene, who was leading lady

of the WGY players at Schenectady dur-
ing her college days in Albany, is now the
leading lady of the Eveready Hour. She
is supported by a regular stock com-
pany.

Recently she played in stock and on
Broadway, but she possesses no desire to
win triumphs on the "visible stage." She
admits frankly that she likes radio bet-
ter than the stage, and that she would far
rather play to an invisible audience of
a million or more listeners than before a
visible audience in a theatre.

On the stage she played "Josephine" to
Lionel Atwill's "Napoleon" in the play
of the latter title.

"I don't want to be any other type of
actress," she said recently. "Why should
I? I started in radio, have made my
chief progress in it, and find a variety
in it that the legitimate stage doesn't
possess. As for responsiveness, I often
get more letters about one appearance
than an entire theatre audience numbers.

Possessed of a voice that won first
prize at The Radio World's Fair, the
Eveready leading lady is dowered with
more than the average actress' share of
beauty and charm.

Rosaline Greene was born on Long Is-
land and attended the New York State
Teachers College at Albany.

"I love radio," she says simply. "It's
meat and drink to me. I hope I am in
it always."

MONOPOLY SUIT

HELD QUASHED

ON THE MERITS
Washington.

The resolution requesting the Federal
Trade Commission to turn over to the
Attorney General all the testimony in the
case against the Radio Corporation of
America, General Electric Company, and
six other companies alleging monopoly
and unfair competition in violation of the
anti-trust laws, is founded upon "an im-
plication of fact entirely erroneous," Man-
ton Davis, ince-president and general
counsel of the Radio Corporation, said.

The full text of Mr. Davis' statement
follows

"An implication of fact entirely errone-
ous is the foundation and the basis of the
resolution introduced by Senator Dill in
the Senate and by Representative Davis
in the House.

Wrong Implication
"The resolution implies that the Federal

Trade Commission on December 19, 1928,
dismissed the proceeding then pending
against the General Electric Company, the
American Telephone and Telegraph Com-
pany, the Westinghouse Electric and
Manufacturing Company, the Radio Cor-
poration of America, and others, on the
ground that the Federal Trade Commis-
sion had no jurisdiction of the matters
complained of.

"The proceedings before the Federal
Trade Commission and the order of dis-
missal entered by it support no such con-
clusion. The proceeding was dismissed
by the concurrence of four of the Com-
missioners, one of whom announced that
he concurred 'for the reason that the
Commission was without jurisdiction to
enter an effective order.' The fact that
three other Commissioners concurring
found no occasion to qualify the basis for
their concurrence conclusively indicates
that the respondents' motion to dismiss
`because of lack of sufficient proof,' as
well as for lack of jurisdiction, had been
sustained.

Lack of Proof
"The complaint was filed January 24,

1924, and thereafter the Commission for
four years took testimony all over the
United States. The testimony covered
16,967 pages and was finally concluded in
1928.

"Shortly after the Commission had con-
cluded its voluminous testimony, the cor-
porations concerned, on the record which
the Commission itself had made and with-
out taking any testimony on their own
behalf, set the case down for a hearing
on the ground that the evidence taken did
not support the complaint and on the fur-
ther ground that the Commission was
without jurisdiction.

"Voluminous briefs were filed and a full
argument was had. More than five -sixths
of the briefs and arguments were directed
at the issue of the failure of the Commis-
sion's proof. After a deliberate consider-
ation of briefs and arguments the Com-
mission dismissed the complaint withoutcalling on the corporations concerned toproduce any testimony.

"The record cannot support any other
conclusion than that after four years ofearnest effort and 17,000 pages of testi-mony the Federal Trade Commission couldnot find sufficient evidence to justify con-clusions that the corporations concerned
had violated the laws of the United Statesrelating to trusts, monopolies and unfaircompetition."
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CONGRESS GETS

ADVICE TO O. K.

250,000 WATTS
Washington.

Commissioner Caldvvell opposed the Da-
vis amendment or so-called equalization
law as defeating just equalization. There
are five zones. These, he said, are so
dissimilar in shape that it is impossible
to give to certain geographical areas as
many radio facilities as they can accom-
modate, but which are restricted because
the law provides that each zone shall have
an equal amount of channels, stations and
power assignments.

The zone system, said Caldwell, should
be dropped altogether, with the states ba-
sis substituted.

Zones Work Hardship
The zone system, he declared, works

hardship on the fifth or Pacific zone,
which is geographically large and could
accommodate more stations than the small
and compact first or Eastern zone, with-
out overloading the channels.

But the law provides that there shall
be no more stations in the fifth than there
are in the first zone, or that each of the
five zones have the same amount of fa-
cilities.

Peculiar atmospheric conditions also
must be taken into consideration, accord-
ing to Mr. Caldwell. "There should be
equalization of programs and field
strength rather than equalization of trans-
mitters," he said.

Recommends 250,000 Watts
Replying to questions of Representa-

tive Reid (Rep.), of Aurora, Ill., Mr.
Caldwell said the "highest possible power"
should be put on cleared channels in or-
der that the greatest service may be pro-
vided to rural listeners.

He said he believed the authorities
should "insist upon higher power" in the
interest of the public and that later the
maximum power assignments will not be
50,000 watts as at present, but perhaps
250,000 watts.

"Super -power is the only Way the
farmer can get satisfactory service," said
Mr. Caldwell. "It is his only chance at
anything. There are 40,000,000 farmers
who, prior to the allocation, got little or
no radio."

R.M.A. to Maintain
Trade Bureau in N. Y.

Establishment at New York headquar-
ters of the Radio Manufacturers Associa-
tion of a merchandising bureau was rec-
ommended by the Merchandising Com-
mittee, headed by L. E. Noble of Buf-
falo, N. Y., and approved tentatively by
the board of directors.

Lloyd A. Hammarlund, of New York,
chairman of the statistics committee, re-
ported progress in developing reliable and
accurate industry statistics.

New and valuable measures to extend
the credit and collection service were re-
ported by Theodore Sheldon, of Chicago,
Chairman of the credit committee.

KILO-How good is your set?
WATT-Not good enough to do all I

want it to do, but better than its trade-in
price. If I could choose between buying
a new set and enduring the old one, I'd
buy the new one and give the old one
away.

KILO-That's why I brought my car.

The Radio Commission. will hold a hear-
ing to determine whether television. equip-
ment that people don't possess is popular
with those who would like to know what
it is all about.

* * *

Brazilian trying to monopolize the word
"radio" should pick on the word "interfer-
ence" instead.

* * *

Radio trade is indifferent to whether
the Federl Commission lives and the
Commission may return the compliment.

* * *

R. C. A. says the monopoly case was
dismissed by the Federal Trade Commis-
sion because no monopoly was proved,
Excited Congressmen can't understand
why such action should be taken on so
flimsy a ground.

* * *

Commissioner Caldwell favors letting
the Radio Commission die, but the Com-
missioners who don't intend to resign
can't agree with him.

* * *

The chain limitation order is honored
more in the postponement rather than in
the effectuation.

* * *

The ^ West Coast enjoys programs sent
by chains from the East Coast, and
nativity doesn't matter.

* * *

EVERY TIME A LISTENER TUNES
IN ONE STATION HE TUNES OUT
700 STATIONS.

* * *

Rosaline Greene wants no stage life, but
a microphone life only. She gets so many
responsive letters after broadcasting, she
explains. The most important and per-
suasive 'missive is a slip of paper reading :
"Pay to the order of Rosaline Greene."

* * *

WAIU director says the reallocation
injures all jones except the Fifth (Far
West), while Commissioner Caldwell says
the Fifth fares the best. That puts the
Third in first place by the doctrine of
general average.

* * *

Distribution of radio privileges is one
thing on which the American public can-
not agree. They get too much informa-
tion from people more eager than able to
give it, therefore don't quite finish be-
lieving one thing before they start doubt-
ing it.

* * *

With fewer axes to grind, stations
would have fewer problems to solve. With
fewer problems to solve they would have
more time to devote to program improve-
ment. With more time to devote to pro-
grams they would give better service. If
they give better service they become
worthy of a cleared channel and high
power, and have to meet attacks, instead
of making them. So what's the use?

* * *

Congress said : "Let there be no equali-
zation," and there was the deuce to pay
instead.

* * *

Chairman Robinson wants a graduated
license fee imposed on stations, so they
will appreciate their privileges and act
more responsibly. Why not tax the
Chairman on that theory and let the sta-
tions alone?

* * *

The problem of radio installation in an
airplane is to make the set and equip-
ment lighter than possible, stronger than
conceivable, and more sensitive than
imaginable, without making a forced land-
ing.-H. B.

* * *

All ratings of zones are inversely on the
square.

THE AIR COLUMN NEW BID MADE

TO MONOPOLIZE

WORD "RADIO"
A second application in Brazil to obtain

a trade -mark monopoly of the word "ra-.
dio" was followed recently by a second
protest of the Radio Manufacturers' As-
sociation to the State and Commerce De-
partments at Washington to protect gen-
eral interests in the general term of 'ra-
dio."

Second Attempt
A few months ago J. B. Junqueira, a

Brazilian citizen, attempted to acquire
exclusive rights in Brazil to the word
"radio," by filing an application for trade-
mark registration of the word. The R.
M. A. protested and the State Department
followed with energetic protests through
the U. S. Embassy at Rio de Janeiro.

Early in January the R. M. A. was ad-
vised by C. J. Junkin, chief of the di-
vision of commercial laws, Department
of Commerce, that the 'Radio International
Corporation, Limited, had made another
application for trade -mark registration of
the word "radio."

R.C.A. Man Helps
Paul Dana, the Brazilian representative

of the Radio Corporation of America, is
lending his personal efforts at Rio de Ja-
neiro in aiding the protest.

Increased Voltage
Boosts Sensitivity

An ingenious service man recently util-
ized a simple stunt as a signal bdoster
for electric sets by simply lowering the
resistance of part of the fixed resistance
network by use of an additional variable
resistance. By this means an adjustable
resistor of sufficient current -carrying ca-
pacity may be shunted across the maxi-
mum and the RF tap of the fixed resist-
ance network and adjusted until the de-
sired signal is obtained.

Volume and sensitivity are increased to
an astounding degree. By employing a
standard clarostat or a power clarostat, it
becomes possible to obtain such a precise
adjustment of resistance that the detector
will operate at maximum sensitivity at
any frequency without spilling over or
breaking into oscillation. Fine results
will be attained by adjusting the resist-
ance over the entire wave length band, so
that at the higher wave lengths less re-
sistance will be required in order to obtain
higher voltage on the radio frequency
tubes and detector, while more resistance
or less voltage will be necessary at the
lower wavelengths where the tendency to-
ward oscillation is found to be more pro-
nounced.-J. H. C.

DYNAMIC SPEAKER AMPLIFLIERS
The American Sales Co., 21 Warren

Street, New York City, has obtained theavailable supply of Uni-Rectrons, for
which there has been quite a demand oflate, due to particular adaptability for
dynamic speaker operation. The Uni-Rectron is a super -power amplifier, re-
quiring no batteries for operation, being
plugged directly into the 110 volt, 60 cycle
line. The Radiotron 281 rectifying tube
provides the voltage for the Radiotron
UX 210 power amplifying tube. Thoseinterested should write above concern.
Mention RADIO WORLD.-J. H. C.
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NOVEL COURSE

FOR ENGINEERS

BEGUN BY N.B.C.
The variety of knowledge necessary to

enable an engineer to render versatile serv-
ice at a broadcasting station has prompted
the National Broadcasting Company to in-
augurate a special students' course. The
company found there is a shortage of men
equipped to render the necessary service,
as engineering college graduates do not
possess the wide scope of essential knowl-
edge.

0. B. Hanson; manager of the N. B. C.
plant operation and engineering department,
said:

"Such a course is found to be necessary
because it is becoming increasingly diffi-
cult to find engineers whose experience and
contact are such that they can step into
radio work without specific training.

Lack Diversified Knowledge
"We found that men efficient in the con-

trol rooms knew practically nothing abort
maintenance or transmission, while in the
same fashion, men trained for the field
group were unversed in other branches of
the plant operations and engineering depart-
ments. When they could not be found the
new course was created as an experiment."

The first enrollment consisted of seven
college graduates, from 21 to 25 years old.

Mr. Hanson said the radio broadcast en-
gineer must have a varied and complex
knowledge of music, high-grade transmis-
sion, acoustics and the art of radio gen-
erally, both from the transmission and re-
ceiving viewpoints.

Morris Conducts Course

R. M. Morris is conducting the course,
which covers the five technical branches of
plant operations and the engineering de-
partment in six or eight months, the length
of time depending on the student and his
ability to assimilate the knowledge. A
month or more is spent, progressively in
the control room at 711 Fifth Avenue, New
York City, the transmitting stations at Bell-
more, L. I., and Bound Brook, N. J., the
maintenance department, the field depart-
ment and the laboratory.

Kay Finds Children
Unafraid of "Mike"

Atlanta, Ga.
Microphone fright on the part of chil-

dren is virtually unknown, said Lambkin
Kay, WSB director and famous an-
nouncer.

Men used to addressing visible audi-
ences often are frightened before the
microphone, he added. He cited the case
of one who was struck dumb with fright
and handed his speech to an announcer
to read.

Two Men Join Staff
Of WABC Announcers

Ralph Wentworth, for several years an
announcer at WEAF, is now an an-
nouncer at WABC. He is heard regu-
larly over the Columbia chain.

David Rosenthal, formerly of WBGS,
New York City, is now an announcer at
WABC also.

They Say
ORESTES H. CALDWELL, Federal

Radio Commissioner: "The Davis amend-
ment works unjust inequalities on various
States, quite the reverse of the equaliz-
ing sought. For example, under the ap-
plication of the zoning in the Davis
amendment, Texas is allowed less than
one-half the number of wavelengths to
which California is entitled. Yet Texas
is larger than California in both popula-
tion and area."

* *

DAVID SARNOFF, executive vice-
president of the Radio Corporation of
America: "Broadcasting has destroyed
the incongruity of shoes and ships and
sealing wax, of cabbages and kings. The
witticism formerly evoked by the combi-
nation of soap and music, shoes and opera,
oil and history has somehow lost its point.
For, after all, the quality of a program
rendered by a great artist of the operatic
or concert stage is not influenced by
whether it is supported by subscribers of
the Metropolitan, or by toothpaste manu-
facturer seeking good -will for his prod-
uct."

* * *

HENRY A. BELLOWS, former Federal
Radio Commissioner, now manager of
WCCO, Minneapolis -St. Paul: "Chain
broadcasting should not be regulated
either by Congress or by the Radio Com-
mission. The present complaint of the
same programs dominating the dials will
be cured by the requirements of the lis-
teners and by the radio advertisers and
not by legislation."

* * *

GEORGE ENGELS, director of Na-
tional Broadcasting and Concert Bureau:
"Schumann-Heink, McCormack and other
great singers who have appeared before
the microphone have influenced numbers
of people to develop their own vocal tal-
ents. Such broadcasts always brings in
numerous letters asking for advice about
voice development. Invariably a micro-
phone performance by Casals, Zimbalist,
Harold Bauer or Kochanski is followed
by requests for information about pro-
ceeding with the study of the instruments
these artists represent."

* * *

C. J. PANNILL, vice-president and gen-
eral manager, Radiomarine Corporation of
America: "The design and manufacture
of aircraft radio is a distinct problem of
its own. The stringent limitations of
weight and space must enter into the cal-
culations, while care must be taken to
insure simplicity of operation together
with maximum efficiency. Transmitting
and receiving equipment for installation
on practically any type of airplane has
been produced, rated at 100 watts, with
a radio telephone transmitting range of
about 150 to 200 miles, and a radio tele-
graph (CW) transmitting range of from
500 to 800 miles in daylight. The total
weight, including wind -driven generator,
is 86 pounds. This equipment may be
had with a dynamotor energized from the
same 12 -volt storage battery which con-
trols the starter and the lights of the
plane."

* * *

THE REV. DR. A. EDWIN KEIG-
WIN, pastor of West End Presbyterian
Church, New York City: "The early out-
cry against the sacrilege of including re-
ligion in 'scrambled radio programs' is
today shortsighted. For that sacrilege
has turned out to be a Providence."

PACTS CALLED

BIG DETRIMENT

TO A FREE AIR
Washington

Charges that control of radio by a "ra-
dio trust is a menace to the safety of the
Republic," were made before the House
Committee on Merchant Marine and Fish-
eries by Oswald F. Schuette, executive sec-
retary of the Radio Protective Association.

Mr. Schuette testified in favor of the
White bill to extend the life of the Fed-
eral Radio Commission another year after
March 15th, and explained that he repre-
sented forty-four independent radio tube
and accessory manufacturers which consti-
tute the association.

Cites Agreements
In a statement read to the Committee,

Mr. Schuette said the association makes a
specific recommendation to Congress to in-
struct the Radio Commission, before grant-
ing any further licenses or renewals of
licenses for communication or broadcasting,
to make sure that the applicants have no
outstanding contracts or other agreements
"which would restrict them in making the
fullest use of the wavelengths allotted to
them."

He said the association had particularly in
mind the agreements under which the Radio
Corporation of America, the American
Telephone and Telegraph Company, Gen-
eral Electric Company, Westinghouse Elec-
tric and Manufacturing Company, the
United Fruit Company, and their various
subsidiaries such as the National Broad-
casting Company and the Radio Marine
Corporation of America, "created the ra-
dio trust."

Freedom Spells Progress

The very progress of the radio art, said
Mr. Schuette, depends upon "freedom of
competition." Consequently, he declared,
wavelengths should not be given to any ap-
plicant "who is bound, by his affiliations or
his contracts, to restrict the fullest use of
the channels that may be allotted to him."
These franchises, he said, should be given
only to those who come with free hands,
unbound by any agreement that might in-
terfere with the freedom of competition in
radio.

Mr. Schuette charged that because
"agreements which created the radio trust,"
the American Telephone and Telegraph
Company, which, he said, owned the wire
telephone monopoly, and also was given
"the wireless telephone monopoly," one
cannot telephone by wireless telephone from
San Francisco to New York, but can to
London.

Favors Present Provisions
The telephone company, he said, "by that

exclusive control of wireless telephony on
land has been able to prevent the develop-
ment of radio competition for its wire
system."

Mr. Schuette said the association favored
the provisions of the present radio law lim-
iting broadcasting licenses to a maximum
of three months and other licenses for not
to extend one year. Only in this way, he
said, can the Commission retain control
over these channels.

The Comission's counsel says that three
months is too short a life for a license,
as the Commission's work is crowded.

WBBM ON COLUMBIA CHAIN
The Columbia Broadcasting System has

added WBBM, Chicago, to its chain.
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Literature Wanted
THE names and addresses of read-

ers of RADIO WORLD who
desire literature on parts and sets
from radio manufacturers, jobbers,
dealers and mail order houses are
published in RADIO WORLD on re-
quest of the reader. The blank at
bottom may be used, or a post card
or letter will do instead.

RADIO WORLD,
145 West 45th St., N. Y. City.

I desire to receive radio literature.

Name

Address

City or town

State

V. J. Ericson, 563 Maron Ave., So. Jacksonville,
Fla.

Joseph Duder, 49 Delafield St., Poughkeepsie,
N. Y.

Harry Bullings, Rt. F, Box 525, Fresno, Calif.
J. G. Schaf, 215 Clinton Ave., Albany, N. Y.
Radio Parlor, 2336 Oak St Baltimore, Md.
Camille Alberts, 103 Price Pl., Akron, Ohio.
L. E. Carter, 514 Harrison St., Portsmouth, Va.
W. E. Tillman, Moultrie, Ga.
Chas. M. Britton, 25 So. Ashland, Chicago, Ill.
Sherman Goldman, 5432 Livernois Ave., Detroit,

Mich.
Eugene Kirchner, R. D. No. 6, Box 155, Wheeling,

W. Va.
' Madison Cooper, Jr Box 36, Calcium, N. Y.
V. L. Duhem, 3215 Foothill Blvd., Oakland, Calif.
Geo. T. Wick, 2679 Jackson St., Dubuque, Iowa.
Irving Levee, 616 Lafayette Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.
T. L. Mitchell, Patillo, Colleton Co., S. C.
R. S. Wright, 35 Woodside Terr., Springfield,

Mass.
A, F. Day, Sergent, Ky.
John Egan, 531 N. 35th St., Phila., Pa.
Samuel Kaff, 3857 N. 18th St., Philadelphia, Pa.
M. R. Veiten, 11645 Appoline, Detroit, Mich.
Wilbur Jennings, 1411 Main St., Fredericksburg,

Va.
J. S. Geoghegan, 552 King St., Stratford, Conn.
A. H. Lander, 1225 Warren Ave., Campello, Mass.
J, R. Milligan, Box 424, Blackwell, Okla.
Chas. Newman, 3730 California Ave., St. Louis,

Mo.
Frank Copeman, 15 West 37th St., New York, N.

Y.
R. H. Parker, 205 King St., Midland Ont., Can.
Roy D. Burnett, South Kent, Conn.
Jas. C. Leitch, 7613 Hampson St., New Orleans,

La.
Joseph Kaminski, 2133 -No. Laramie Ave., Chi-

cago, Ill,
Sgt. S. J. Herzog, Chanute Fields, Rantoul, Ill.
Fred Lindquist, 1614 Harmon Pl., Minneapolis,

Minn.
0. A. Ganestorp, Elbow Lake, Minn.
H. M. Erickson, 740 Webster Ave., Chicago, Ill.
Walter Stone, 557 B. 169th St., New York, N. Y.
F. J. Wheeler, 3046 Virginia Park, Detroit, Mich.
G. H. Field, 2040 E. Madison St., Phila., Pa.
M. Bauder, 4310 S. Prieur, New Orleans, La.
Fred Tonyes, 506 Federal St., Camden, N. J.
Jess Garwood, 1762 N. 47th St., Merchantville,

N. J.
Ralph E. Mosloy, 1015 Bales, Kansas City, Mo.
W. S. Yates, Box 146, Mohrland, Utah.
Toth System Mailing Service, 9910 Cumberland

Ave., Cleveland, Ohio.
John S. Wallis, 118 Cartier Ave., Quebec, P. Q

Can.
Jos. S. Dale, Jr., 3972 Packard St., Long Island

City, N. Y.
M. A. Porter, 1655 Vine St., Chicago, Ill.
Ernest C. Baker, Yarmouth South, Nova Scotia,

Can.
Nathan D. Potter, -Enfield, Mass.
Wm. F. Kocher' 923 Liberty St Allenton, Pa.
R. Dubosky. 219 W. Kline Ave., Lansford, Pa.
Wm. Lawson, 606 Adams St., Decatur, Georgia.
H. A. Griffith, 1611 College St., Knoxville, Tenn.
Thos. A. Green, 74 Saratoga Ave., Yonkers, N. Y.
Roy Cairns, 483 Upland Ave., San Pedro, Calif.
A, F. Moyer, 47 Main St., Germantown, Ohio.
H. B. Snyder, 329 Park Drive, Youngstown, Ohio.
Miss May E. Harrington, 24 Elm Ave., Norwich -

town, Conn.
Frank Miller, 5920 Junction St., Los Angeles,

Calif.
F. D. Cazard, 3939 Spencer Ave., Norwood, Ohio.
J. W. Barbour, 437 Greenwood Ave., Clarks Sum-

mit, Pa.
R. M. Waterman, Fairfield, Iowa.
A. J, Beimrohr, 416 S. 13th St., Omaha, Nebr.
Raymond Gregg, 1132 S. 105th St., Cleveland,

Ohio.
Eugene H. Fenner, 67 Providence St., Providence,

R. I.
J. J. Behnisch, 130 Clifford Ter., San Francisco,

Calif.
:r. A. Thornton, 141 Qustin St., Elberton, Ga.
H. D. Miller, Mountain Lake, Minn.
0. Ingmar Oleson, Ambrose, No, Dak.

Impedance A
Combination Works Splendi

By Capt. Peter

ARADIO fan who appreciates a set
which is operated entirely by AC,

which is easy to operate, which is selective
and sensitive, which does not hum, which
is capable of fine quality, and which is
capable of operating any loudspeaker can-
not overlook the merits of the following
six tube set, for it posseses all these
qualities.

It is usual to employ three element AC
tubes for radio frequency amplifiers and
sometimes for the first audio frequency
amplifier. But these tubes are quite sub-
ject to hum. Therefore the -27 heater
type tube is gaining rapidly in favor with
the engineers. Consequently they are used
in this AC receiver to the exclusion of the
-26 type tubes.

It is also customary to employ audio
frequency transformers for coupling be-
tween the audio stages. It is an admitted
fact that impedance coupling gives ex-
ceptionally fine reproduction. Hence this
type of coupling is used in this six tube
receiver between the detector and the first
audio tubes and between the first and
second audio tubes.

The last stage in the circuit is push-
pull and employs two -71A tubes. It is
not necessary to use larger tubes than
these when two are used in a push-pull
circuit because they will operate any
loudspeaker with enough volume for any
home. If larger tubes are used in the
output stage it is necessary to redesign

LIST OF PARTS
TI-One Model RF5 Screen Grid an-

tenna coil.
T2-One Model T5 three circuit tuner

(Screen Grid Coil Co.).
T3-One National push-pull input trans-

former.
Chl, Ch2-Two national coupling imped-

ances or secondaries of audio trans-
formers.

Ch3-One National output transformer
(use primary only).

Cl, C2-Two Hammarlund .0005 mfd.
tuning condensers.

C3, C4-Two Aerovox .001 mfd. con-
densers.

C5-One Aerovox .00025 grid condenser
with clips.

C6-One Aerovox .00025 mfd. by-pass
condenser.

C7-One Tobe 1 to 4 mfd. condenser.
CS, C10, C12, C13, C14, C15-Six Tobe 1

mfd. by-pass condensers.
C9, C11-Two Aerovox .02 mfd. con-

densers, or larger.
RI, R3-Two Tobe Veritas 750 ohm, 2

watt resistors.
R2-One Lynch metallized 2 megohm

grid leak.
R4-One Tobe Veritas 2,000 ohm, 2

watt resistor.
R5-One Tobe Veritas 1,000 ohm, 5 watt

resistors plus a 75 ohm resistor.
One heating transformer having one

2.5 volt, 7 ampere winding and one 5 volt,
one ampere winding, both center tapped.

Four Y type sockets.
Two X type sockets.
Four binding posts (Ant., Gnd., Sp. Sp.).
Ten battery leads for plate and filament

voltages. (Short heavy filament leads.)
One National B battery eliminator with

electrolytic condensers.

Contributini

the stage preceding so that that stage
can deliver enough undistorted output to
feed the power stage. With two -71As
a single -27 with a suitable transformer
T3 between them will handle the signal
without overloading.

The output of the push-pull stage is
taken across the mid -tapped choke coil
Ch3. No transformer is needed between
the speaker and the tubes, because the
matching is good enough with most speak-
ers. If two speakers are available they
should be connected in series.

When a dynamic speaker is used no
output transformer is needed because
there is already one built into the speaker.

Note that no coupling condensers are
used between the speaker and the tubes.
None is needed and none is desirable. The
only object of the condensers is to pre-
vent direct current from flowing through
the speaker or the primary of the speaker
transformer. In a push-pull stage the two
plates are at the same DC potential and
no current will flow when the condensers
are absent. There is an exception if the
two push-pull tubes are not well matched.
Then a small current will flow but not
enough to cause any damage. No two
similar tubes can be so unlike unless one
is dead, and then it is time to replace it.

The two choke coils Chl and CH2
should be high inductance chokes. It is
permissible to use the secondaries of two
audio transformers. And these trans-
formers need not be of the best variety.
The steady plate current that flows
through them is so small that there is
only a very small reduction in their in-
ductance.

Use By-pass Condensers

The capacity of each of the coupling
condensers C9 and C11 should be about
.25 mfd.,although they may be as small
as .02 M. The required size depends on
the values of the grid leaks R6 and R7.
If each of these is one megohm the con-
densers may have the smaller values. If
the resistance are reduced the condensers
should be increased in proportion. The
product of the grid leak and the grid con-
denser should be about .02 or larger, ohms
and farads being the units.

As a means of eliminating as much as
possible back coupling between any two
stages, individual grid bias resistors are
used for all stages. 121 is 750 ohms to
give a bias of about 1.5 volts on the RF
grid. The detector tube is operated at
zero bias, except for the voltage drop in
R2 caused by the grid current.

R3 is also 750 ohms since a bias of 1.5
volts is all right for that tube. The fourth
tubes needs 6 volts since the plate voltage
is 90 volts. The plate current is then 3
milliamperes, so that the value of R4
should be 2,000 ohms. R5 carries the
plate current of two 171A tubes. The
drop across the resistor R5 should be 43
volts, and since the current in it is nor-
mally 40 milliamperes, the value of R5
should be 1,075 ohms.

A glance at the circuit diagram Fig. 1
will show that there are many by-pass
condensers inserted in various places. Are
all these really necessary? Cannot some
or all of them be left out?

Surely they can be left out. It is
easier to leave them out than to put them
in. It costs less both in money and effort.
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FIG. 1
THIS IMPEDANCE AND TRANSFORMER COUPLED PUSH-PULL AC RECEIVER IS EASY TO OPERATE,

SELECTIVE, SENSITIVE, HUM FREE AND VOLUMINOUS.

Smith and Daniels
Start Sales Company

Two well-known radio aces have
formed a sales combination. They are
Bert E. Smith and A. J. Daniels, who have
opened offices at 50 Church street, New
York City, and put out their shingle bear-
ing the name of Gotham Engineering and
Sales Co., super power- manufacturers'
agents.

Bert E. Smith is one of the few real

There are many other parts of the circuit
that could be left out. For example, after
the circuit is completed the tubes might be
left out. The circuit will not work very
well that way, so the tubes are put in.

The grid bias resistors could he left
out, too. But it has been found that a
grid bias on each of the tubes makes the
set work very much better. This has
been found by experiment, not by any
listening test. Many radio fans have come
to the conclusion that the set works bet-
ter without the grid bias. It is so easy to
draw the wrong conclusions by a listen-
ing test when one particular feature is
observed and not the overall performance.

It has also been found by experiment
that by-pass condensers serve a very use-
ful purpose in a set. And this conclusion
can be verified by a listening test. So it
must be more important to use by-pass
condensers and many of them than to use
grid bias. And there are very few fans
now who are not convinced that grid bias
is necessary for the best overall perform-
ance of a set.

Values of Condensers
C3 by-passes radio frequency currents

across the resistors R1 and C4 by-passes
radio frequency currents across the plate
leads and the B battery eliminator. Since
both of these work at radio frequency
they may be .001 mfd. units. C6 is con-
nected across the output of the detector
and hence must not be too large. Neither
must it be so small that it will not by-pass
the radio frequency currents. There is a
considerable capacity in the coil itself, and
this is in parallel with C6. Hence the
value of this condenser should not be
larger than .00025 mfd.

All the remaining by-pass resistors work
at audio frequency, some across the grid
bias resistors and some across the, plate
voltage supply leads. Each may have a
value of of 1 mfd. But C7 may well be
as large as 4 mfd. because if this is large
much feedback is eliminated.

It will be noticed that the midtap on
the 2.5 volt heating winding has been con-
nected to B minus or to ground. This
connection is usually sufficient to elimi-
nate any residual hum. But if there is
some left the center tap on this winding
may be connected to the 45 volt tap on
the B battery eliminator.

When two -or more tubes are put on
the same heating winding and the same
grid bias resistor, there is a back coupling
from the plate circuits of all the tubes
to all the grid circuits preceding. Thus
there is a very good chance of starting
oscillation in the circuit. The common
resistor must be thoroughly by-passed if
squealing and distortion are to be avoided.

Cathodes Always Independent

In the case of heater type tubes the
cathodes are always independent. Several
such tubes can be put on the same heater
winding and still allow the use of separate
grid bias resistors. This versatility of the
heater tubes is just one of their advan-
tages.

Of course, it is possible in AC heated
circuits to use the same method of ob-
taining bias as is used in DC circuits.
The mid -points on the transformer sec-
ondaries and the cathodes of the heater
tubes are connected to the same point.
This point may then be regarded as the
general zero potential datum of the cir-
cuit. There will be no local zero levels,
for they are all the same. But this point
cannot be the lowest potential point in
the circuit. That point must be reserved
for the grid bias on the power tube, or
that tube which requires the greatest bias.
The grid returns cannot be connected to
the same point. Each grid return must
be connected to- a suitable point on the
output voltage divider below that point
which has been chosen the zero point.

This method is used in most circuits
and it offers little trouble so far as un-
derstanding it is concerned. Not so, how-
ever, when it comes to common coupling.
The same bias resistor is used for same
resistor is used for all the tubes, or a
portion of the resistors is used for all.
It is necessary to by-pass all the grid
return taps to the zero point.

One point not generally understood is
that with a battery -operated receiver B
minus is at the same potential for all
tubes, since B minus is connected to A -I-
or A -, and the one connection affects
all the tubes alike. But with AC tubes
each one may have its own connection to
B minus, hence each may have a different
negative bias equal to the voltage drop
in a heavy resistor.

pioneers in radio, having erected one of
the earliest amateur stations many years
before the World War. Shortly after the
establishment of the radio industry, he
joined the Allen D. Cardwell Manufac-
turing Co., as sales and advertising man-
ager. After years of valuable service
with this concern, he became advertising
manager for the Aerovox Wireless Cor-
poration, moving later to Chicago to join
Aero Products, Inc.

A. J. Daniels also rates as a pioneer,
having served in the Navy radio service
during the war. After leaving the Navy
he joined the Pfanstiehl Radio Co. as
research engineer, afterwards being con-
nected with the Rauland Manufacturing
Co., and the New England Mills of Chi-
cago. Later he too was associated with
Aero Products Co. He was chief engi-
neer,

The new concern represents the Pot-
ter Company of North Chicago, manufac-
turers of paper condensers; also several
lines in the Metropolitan area and New
Jersey and will also undertake special en-
gineering designing work.-J. H. C.

Utilities' Stations
Called Rightful

Washington.
Another point of difference between

Chairman Robinson, of the Federal Ra-
dio Commission, and one of the Commis-
sioners, was brought out at a Congres-
sional hearing when Commissioner Cald-
well favored granting of broadcasting li-
censes to public utilities. Chairman Rob-
inson is opposed to such practice.

Said Commissioner Caldwell:
"I am opposed to our chairman's views

on this subject absolutely and completely."
To his knowledge, Caldwell said, sta-

tions are operated at Boston, Cleveland,
Baltimore, Chicago and Indianapolis by
public utilities groups. As long as a par-
ticular station is rendering a "good ser-
vice" to the public, and its programs are
as good as programs of other stations,
it is serving in the public interest, he de-
clared.
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ARECEIVER, to be truly satisfactory,
should possess selectivity, sensitivity

and tone quality.
Primarily the tone quality is a func-

tion of the audio channel and depends
largely upon the quality of the apparatus
used in its make-up, such as transformers,
tubes, etc.

The selectivity and sensitivity require-
ments are by no means easy of fulfilment.
If a receiver has been designed to be ul-
tra -sensitive the great sensitivity will not
manifest itself only in the reception of
distant stations but also in the reception
of locals. Moreover, when local stations
are tuned in with such a receiver the
enormous signal strength will cause an
apparent broadness of tuning, thus de-
feating the requisite of selectivity.

If a receiver be designed to be highly
selective then it will be difficult to "find"
the far distant stations.

The answer lies in obtaining an approx-
imation of the essential qualities of selec-
tivity and sensitivity.

The receiver designed and described
here is one that uses as a basis for its
circuit a standard three -circuit tuner to
which has been added a stage of shield
grid amplification.

Efficiency Rated First

No attempt has been made to eliminate
controls. Each tuning condenser, of which
there are two, has its  own tuning dial
The amount of signal energy admitted to
the receiver is controlled by a poten-
tiometer in the antenna circuit for volume
control. Regeneration of the detector cir-
cuit is controlled by another variable re-
sistance, located in the plate circuit of the
detector tube.

As an aid in the prevention of broad-
ness of tuning each of the tuned circuits
has been completely contained in shield
cans, thus preventing the coils themselves
from picking up signals.

FIG.2

signed for shield -grid tube insures not
only a maximum transfer of signal energy
but also, because of their compact form
and the employment of shield cans, com-
plete isolation of each of the tuned cir-
cuits.

In addition to the shielding, each of the
circuits of the RF stages is filtered and
bypassed with RF chokes and condensers
so that none of the RF energy can find
its way into the B supply circuits and
cause an unstable condition to exist.

The Tuner

Fig. 1 shows the complete tuner circuit
of the receiver, which for convenience is
divided for construction into two parts :
the tuner and the amplifier -power supply.
The shield -grid tube V1, with associated
apparatus, makes up the first RF stage.
Coupling of the antenna to this tube is
obtained through the variable resistance
R1, the volume control. The RF trans-
former Ti is an Aero coil designed for
use in the antenna circuit of a receiver
but is used here to couple the first RF
stage to the second RF stage.

By John B.

LIST OF PARTS FOR RECEIVER
CI, C2-Two Hammarlund midline con

densers .00035 mfd.
C3, C4, C5, C6, C7, C8-Six Tobe by-

pass condensers, 0.5 mfd.
C9-One Tinytobe condenser, .002 mfd
C10-One Tobe bypass condenser, 1

mfd.
TI-One Aero Coil No. U-923.
T2-One Aero Coil No. U-73.
LI, L2-Two Hammarlund RF chokes,

No. 250.
L3-One Hammarlund RF choke, No,

85.
R1-One Electrad Royalty Tonatrol,

type A.
R2, R3-Two Amperites, No. 622, with

mount.
R4-One Amperite, No. IA, with

mount.
RS-One Electrad Royalty Variable Re-

sistance, 0-500,000 ohms, type L.
VI, V2-Two type 222 tubes.
V3-One 201A, 112A or 200A type tube.
Two National Velvet Vernier Dials,

type E.
One AC 110 -volt switch.
One connector cable and plug.
Two Silver -Marshall Box Shields, No.

631A.
Three Silver -Marshall sockets, No. 511.
One Panel 7x18 inches.
One Basebord 9x17
Two Boxes Corwico Solid Braidite.

In the circuit described here the entire
primary winding is used as the plate
winding for Vl.

The secondary is tapped, but for this
circuit the tap is disregarded.

Between the first and.second RF stages
the RF transformer T2' is employed as a
coupling medium and is especially de-
signed for use with shield grid tubes. This
coil has a moveable tickler coil which in
operation is merely placed at the best
operating point and then left in that posi-
tion, as control of regeneration is ob-
tained by means of the variable resist-
ance, R5.

All the tubes in the tuner unit have
their filaments adjusted automatically by
the use of Amperites. Each of the screen
grid tubes employs an RF choke in the
plate circuit together with the requisite
bypass condensers as indicated. It is
equally essential that the screen grid
element of these tubes be bypassed, by
the condensers C3 and C6.

The filament switch is not only a fila-
ment switch but controls the turning on
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'and off of the entire power by making
landwhichbresuakg theppinliesthecocnutrarcet to theAepCrimlinae-

ries of both the A supply and the B
;power transformer.

The circuit shows the negative side of
the filament supply grounded. However,
in some installations where an A supply
,other than a storage battery is employed
it is well to ground the receiver or at
;least the filament supply through a suit-
able fixed condenser of 1 or 2 mfd. Other-
wise a short-circuit of the line is possible.

Fig. 2 shows the general layout of the
;panel for the tuner unit while Fig. 3 gives
+the placement of the parts, etc.

AF Circuit and Power Supply

The A supply consists of a step-down
;transformer, a rectifier of the dry type
and a suitable filter consisting of chokes
,and condensers. With such an arrange-
ment it is possible to supply from the
410 volt AC line the necessary filament
-.voltage to supply up to about ten quarter
:ampere tubes.

, The Truvolt resistor, R16, is employed
'p regulate or adjust the voltage output

f the A supply to the requisites 6 volts.
The A supply furnishes filament voltage
o all the tubes in the tuner unit and to
he first audio stage of the audio channel.
he last stage of the audio channel em-

ploys a type 250 tube, which has its fila-
ent energized directly from the fila-

Lment terminals of the B power trans-
former.

The audio amplifier consists of two
'stages of transformer coupled audio fre-
Iquency amplification employing the new

Silver
-Marshall transformers. Bypassing

and filtering is also efficiently employed
here to prevent audio frequency oscilla-
tion or hum being produced to the detri-
ment of tone quality.

As a coupling medium between the
late of the 250 tube and the loudspeaker
suitable tone filter is employed, TF in

ig. 5. To obtain full benefit of the fine
one quality and high order of volume

of which the amplifier described here is
capable it is recommended that a dy-
namic speaker be employed.

How Bias Is Obtained

The B supply consists of a step-up
I:ransformer, T4, two rectifying tubes

\/9

CABLE CONNECTOR

ranged for full -wave rectification, V8 and
V9, a filter choke, L9, a filter condenser
C16 and a voltage divider R13.

C bias to the 250 tube is obtained by
voltage drop through the resistor R11
while that of the first audio stage employ-
ing a 112 tube is obtained through the
resistor R10. C bias for the screen -grid

LIST OF PARTS FOR AMPLIFIER -
POWER SUPPLY

A Supply
T3-One Step -Down Transformer.
R16-One Electrad Truvolt Variable

Resistance, 3 ohms.
One Elkon Rectifier.
One Tobe A filter.

For Audio Amplifier
T1, T2-Two Silver -Marshall Audio

Transformers, Nos. 225 and 226 respec-
tively.

TF-One National Tone Filter, type
250.

Two Silver -Marshall Sockets, No. 511.
R7-One Amperite type, 1A, with

mount.
R8, R9-Two fixed resistors, 50,000

ohms.
Two single resistance mounts.
C20, C21-Two Tobe bypass condensers,

1 mfd.
V6, V7 -112-A tube and 250 tube re-

spectively.
One Box Corwico Solid Braidite.
One connector cable and plug.
R14-One wire wound resistance, 700

ohms.
R15-One wire wound resistant, 300

ohms.
B & C Power Supply

T4-One Silver -Marshall Line Trans-
former, No. 328.

Two Silver -Marshall Sockets, No. 511.
C16-One Tobe 250 B Block.
L9-Silver-Marshall Unichoke, No. 331.
R10-One Electrad wire wound resistor,

300 ohms.
RH-One Electrad Truvolt fixed re-

sistor, 1,500 ohms.
R12-One Electrad. Truvolt fixed re-

sistor, 10,000 ohms.
R13-One Electrad Truvolt fixed re-

sistor, 8,000 ohms.
V8, V9-Two 281 tubes.
One Box Stranded Braidite.
One baseboard, 10x24 inches.

R12 R13

- R11

FIG.4

tubes and the C battery detector is ob-
tained through the resistors R15 and R14
respectively.

The layout of the amplifier -power sup-
ply unit is shown in Fig. 4. If desired,
the construction of this unit may be al-
tered so that a deck type of assembly
may be employed. is, on the lower
deck may be placed the B supply ap-
paratus; on the next deck may be placed
the A supply apparatus while on the top
deck may he located the audio amplifier.

Wiring Hints

In wiring the tuner unit it is recom-
mended that a well -insulated soft cop-
per wire such as Corwico solid Braidite
be used. This wire is easy to use, takes
solder well and may be nicely bunched in
cable formation.

For the A and B supply and for the
audio channel it is recommended that a
heavier flexible wire be used such as Cor-
wico stranded Braidite. All AC leads
such as that to the filaments of the 250
tube should be twisted to minimize the
possibilities of the production of hum,
etc.

(Concluded next week)

Rider's Testing Treatise
Appears in New Form

The Radio Treatise Co., of 1440 Broad-
way, New York City, publishers of books
written by John F. Rider, announce a
revised edition of the "Treatise on Test-
ing Units for Service Men." This new
issue is printed and bound, contains ap-
proximately 18,000 words describing the
most modern testing units.

Constructional details inclusive of parts
used are given for each tester and among
the numerous portable and stationary test-
ing units are full details including the
wiring diagram of the Weston 537 AC -DC
set and tube tester. The table of contents
includes such items as tube reactivator ;
calibrated vacuum tube bridge; Weston
model 537 AC set tester, B eliminator
tester, signal generator for receiver test-
ing, radio frequency oscillator, capacity
tester, resonance indicator, multi -range
meters, complete test bench panel for ser-
vice station, resume of meter design, etc.
The book consists of 48 pages.
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Loudspeakers
[Parts I and II of this article were pub-

lished in the January 19th and 26th issues.
Part III, the conclusion, follows.]

THE field winding is different than that
shown in Fig. 10 for a horn

type speaker, a sit is designed for 100
watts, 50 miliamperes, instead of 6 volts,
2 amperes.

The voice current coil is wound on a
circular tubing and connected to a frus-
trum of a cone as shown at a'. Glued
at the frustrum of the cone is a spider
membrance, held to the center core by
a screw, to centralize and hold the voice
current coil in the magnetic gap, the
spider however being so designed as not
to impede the motion of the cone.

The cone is six inches in diameter
made of manila paper and placed behind a
suitable baffle board. The current in the
voice coil is obtained from a high ratio
step-down output transformer, the pri-
mary of which is connected to the plate
circuit o fa large power tube.

Voice Coil in Circular Bobbin

In Fig. 12A is shown another type of
successful power cone. In this case the
voice coil is wound on a circular moulded
bobbin glued near the apex of the cone
and centralized in the magnetic gap by a
small leather diaphragm which is stretched
between two rings. A small stretched
leather diaphragm also aids in the per-
formance of the cone. The cone is a full
cone having a diameter of 10 inches or
12 inches with an apex angle of 120°.
The center core of the magnetic circuit is
cupped to allow room for the apex of the
cone. In this type of dynamic speaker a
350 volts, 50 milliamperes field winding
is employed, consisting of 50,000 turns of
No. 33 B. & S. enamel wire.

Dynamic speakers differ principally in
the method of centralizing the voice coil
in the magnetic gap. A great many of
these speakers use the three-point sus-
pension for positioning the voice coil.
Some of the suspensions are non-metallic.
such as bakelite; others are made of
aluminum or phosphorus bronze.

When dynamic speakers are used as
Power Cones, to work from the output
of such power tubes as the 210 or 250, the
field excitation consists of a rectified volt-
age obtained from one of the sections of
an electrical filter circuit.

Other Methods
The field coil, besides being efficiently

used for field excitation, may serve as a
choke coil for the filter circuit. By the
proper design of the rectifying and filter
circuit, any field coil voltages and cur-
rents may be readily obtained.

In other dynamic speakers separate
field excitation is employed. Two methods
are used for this purpose, a vacuum tube
rectifier or a dry rectifier. In the vacuum
tube rectifier some rectifying tube such
as the 280 or Raytheon must be used, and
the field coil is connected directly across
the rectified output. A condenser of 2
or 4 microfarads may be used across the
field coil to filter the ripple.

Acoustical Measurements

Absolute rectification is not necessary
in a field coil winding, as quite a large
AC ripple may be tolerated before it is
noticed as a hum in the voice coil. Satis-
factory dry metallic plate rectifiers are
designed for six volts one ampere output
for dynamic speaker field excitation. It
is expected that some of these dry recti-
fiers will be designed for much higher

voltages, such as 60 to 100 volts, with 50
to 100 milliamperes output.

In designing loud speakers it is im-
portant that the characteristics of the
speaker will fit the condition of the vac-
uum tubes with which it is to be worked.

The resistance or impedance between
the filament and plate elements of vac-
uum tube power tubes varies from 1,800 to
4,000 ohms. To obtain the maximum
power in a loudspeaker device, the
speaker must be designed to have an im-
pedance to match that of the power tube,
which does not mean they must be equal,
but that the load should be twice the im-
pedance of the plate.

In a loudspeaker unit the resistance R
is the resistance of the winding, this re-
sistance, being the sum of the direct cur-
rent resistance as measured on a DC
wheatstone bridge, and the AC resistance,
taking in the losses in the winding and
iron parts depending upon the frequency.
For very low frequencies this resistance
R is very nearly equal to the direct cur-
rent resistance, but for. very high fre-
quencies the losses of the unit cannot be
neglected.

The reactance of the unit is similar to
the reactance of a choke coil, its value
depending upon the number of turns of
the winding, the quality of the iron parts
in the magnetic circuit and the length of
the air gaps.

Three Measurements

There are three important measure-
ments in taking the impedance value (Z)
of a loudspeaker unit. Since the ampli-
tude of the armature is at maximum at
the lower frequencies and at minimum at
the higher frequencies, the effective gap
in the magnetic circuit differs with fre-
quency.

For a given frequency the impedance
value should be obtained when the dia-
phragm or armature is locked, or cannot
move; this is called the stationary or
damped impedance. Then the impedance,
value is to be obtained with the dia-
phragm free, called the free impedance,
and will always be greater than the
damped impedance. The difference be-
tween the free and damped impedance is
called the !notional impedance.

The motional impedance of a loud-
speaker unit is one of the most import-
ant measurements necessary. The greater
this value, that is, the bigger the differ-
ence between the damped and free
values, the greater is the indication of
transfer of mechanical energy into sound.
This factor is extremely important in the
study of bad mechanical and acoustic re-
sonances.

After the loudspeaker has been prop-
erly designed to have the correct charac-
teristic to match the tube it is going to
be used with, some means must be pro-
vided to measure the sound output of the
device.

Use of Condenser Microphone

This is done by the use of a condenser
microphone, and its associated circuits. A
condenser microphone is one of the best
microphones used in broadcasting studios
to -day. It is a sound pick-up device, and
as the name indicates, works on the
principle of a condenser. This unit has a
very thin metal foil highly tensioned,
separated about 1/1,000 of an inch from
a thick metal plate. These plates are
polarized at a very high voltage and as
the sound waves strike the stretched dia-
phragm one plate is caused to vibrate,

By J. E. Smith
President, National Radio Institute

affecting the capacity between the
stretched diaphragm and thick metal slate,
consequently affecting the voltage across
it, which voltage is impressed upon an
amplifying circuit and measured by an
indicating device.

The natural period of the condenser
microphone is above the audio frequency
range and due to its construction it is just
as sensitive to sound waves of very low
frequencies as very high frequencies, con-
sequently it is a very fine device to pick
out any sound irregularities from a loud-
speaker device.

Frequencies Tested

By keeping the energy constant at any
frequency at the loudspeaker terminals
and the condenser microphone and its as-
sociated amplifying circuit being es-
sentially a straight line frequency pick-up
circuit, any irregularities in the measure-
ment is from the sound coming out of
the speaker. Audio frequencies for these
measurements are obtained from an audio
oscillating tube circuit. Frequencies from
50 to 5,000 cycles are generally employed.

Loudspeaker curves always have had
peaks and valleys, due to electrical and
mechanical resonances, acoustic reflec-
tions and other irregularities. By sound
measurements, these irregularities can be
readily studied, improved and the range
of the speaker extended.

Summary

The first acoustical device used for
radio reception was the ordinary tele-
phone receiver placed on the head over
the ears. Radio soon became more than
a novelty and the demand for receiving
sets so great that a number of persons
desired to hear the radio reception at the
same time, so it was necessary to have
some acoustical device which could give
out the music to all in the room. '

This brought about the first loud-
speaker, and as the text brought out, this
first speaker was nothing more than a
horn on a telephone receiver unit.

This first loudspeaker lacked in good
speech articulation because it did not re-
produce the high frequencies and the
quality of music was not natural since the
fundamental notes and lower frequencies
were not present.

Exponential horns with long air col-
umns correctly designed made a great im-
provement in the reproduction of the low
notes and careful consideration of unit
construction made the unit more accept-
able to the high frequencies.

To get high quality reception from
horn type speakers great detail in con-
struction of the component parts had to
be taken and very long and expensively
designed horns had to be employed.

With the introduction of the cone
speaker these difficulties were overcome
and better quality reproduction resulted.
The greatest limitation in the horn type
speaker was in the vibrating element, the
diaphragm, it being too stiff and small to
vibrate satisfactorily over a wide range of
frequencies. The cone diaphragm is
practically only limited to the unit actu-
ating the cone.

The ordinary cone speaker is superior
to the horn type speaker in quality repro-
duction and the "dynamic" cone speaker
is still superior since it is capable of ex-
cellent quality with large volumes without
distortion. The dynamic cone speaker is
the most popular commercial reproducer
of today, and will probably remain so for
some time to come.
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Power Line Noise
Sesame to Clear Reception Is a

By James H. Carroll

RADIO reception from the viewpoint of
the broadcast listener has at last ap-

proached the ideal. One might term it
the rhapsodical stage.

With the perfection of modern broad-
casting methods, receivers and speakers,
it is truly a delight to listen to reproduc-
tion, whether of symphonic orchestration,
modern syncopation, a good singer or
talker. So closely does the approximation
approach the original that the listener
does not realize that it is radio.

Much has been accomplished in this
direction during the past three years.

However, there is one drawback that
may mar reception in any home. Every
listener has experienced it. This is inter-
ference introduced through the power line,
and it always has been with us. It is not
inherent in any set and is entirely apart
from static.

With the advent and perfection of the
electric set and eliminators and power
packs for use in the home, inductive in-
terference has made itself more and more
apparent.

Sources of Noise Increase
While radio apparatus has been improv-

ing, electrical appliances for the home
have also been perfected, and have be-
come more numerous. Manufacturers of
electrical equipment have not done much
to mitigate the possibility of these noises
being broadcast from their respective ap-
pliances. They have not deemed it worth
while, from their viewpoint, and it adds
to the cost of manufacture. Therefore,
alleviation rests upon the fan himself.

Among the most persistent and annoy-
ing causes of hum, buzz and rasping
sounds are powerhouse generators, spark-
ing commutators, trolley and elevated
lines, electric refrigerators, oil burners
and powerful vacuum cleaners. Among
the lesser, but still annoying, sources are
house line switches, buzzers, door bells,
dial telephones, and defective fixtures.

Noises from these sources are not only
picked up and amplified, as they inter-
mingle with the radio and audio frequen-
cies, but also by the set itself that works
on an A or B eliminator or both com-
binations. As the sensibility of sets is be-
ing increased, so will more noises be
picked up and the louder will they be-
come. Super -heterodynes suffer greatly
from these annoyances, due to extreme
sensitivity. Inductive interference of this
type also hampers DX reception, blocking
it entirely in many instances.

Single Cause Cured Formerly
Heretofore the only remedy has been

to trace the worst of the interfering
causes and cure it alone. The public
utilities all over the country are gener-
ally more than willing to co-operate with
sufferers and many of the companies
spend large amounts of money annually
to minimize or avert the annoyances.
Many of them maintain forces of men
solely to trace down causes of interfer-
ence.

Another persistent cause of radio an-
noyance is the violet ray or X-ray ma-
chine. In neighborhoods where there are
many doctors and dentists X-ray ma-
chines are most prolific sources of inter-
ference. Other noises may be traced to
the thermostatic type of electric heating
pads and are caused by the opening and

Contributing Editor

closing of the thermostats. This type of
apparatus may cause interference over
a wide area and is difficult to locate,
due to the intermittent operation. Sign
flashers, coming into greater use for ad-
vertising, also cause interference.

Electric fans, especially of the cheap
type of universal motor, may interfere
with reception, as may washing and iron-
ing machines. The induction type fans
are less likely to cause trouble.

The most common causes of rasping in-
terference are loose connections in light-
ing fixtures, wall and cut-out switches,
electric irons and curling irons, vacuum
cleaners, floor lamps, push buttons and
buzzers. Any loose connections, even
bulbs loose in their sockets in floor or
table lamps, cause rasping noise in a set.

Care should be taken that all electrical
contacts are thoroughly tightened and all
bulbs securely screwed in their sockets.

Precautionary Measures
Another cause of severe interference to

their neighbors can be brought right home
to certain radio fans themselves who use
vibrating types of battery chargers. They
should know that chargers of the new
dry type do not transmit this kind of in-
terference and should throw out their an-
tiques, replacing them with modern ap-
paratus.

Those who suffer interference from trol-
ley and elevated lines can do much to al-
leviate their unfortunate condition, which
in some instances cannot be done by the
operating companies due to prohibitive
costs and mechanical difficulties. The an-
tenna should not be run parallel to the
trolley wire or electrified tracks. It should
be run at right angles and kept as far
away as possible from the source of noise,
and the shorter it can be made, the bet-
ter. A double antenna or counterpoise
used as a ground also will be a great help
as the interference picked up on the wa-
ter pipe ground is generally greater than
that on the antenna or electric light lines.

Our Knowledge Grows
Fortunately, as the sources of inter-

ference have increased, so also has in-
creased our knowledge of minimizing or
eliminating these troubles, and apparatus
is constantly being invented to aid in the
battle.

A new device, recently developed by the
Trutone Radio Sales Co., New York City,
and called the Si-len-ser, has successfully
eliminated these noises.

The Si-len-ser is a compact device that
plugs into the line. An extra lead is
provided for grounding. The set plugs
into the Si-len-ser.

The development of the Si-len-ser was
first announced in Radio World recently
So great was the need for such a device
and so well was attention directed to the
device, that the manufacturers were flood-
ed with inquiries. Representing Radio
World, I myself tested out this device and
was certain of its effectiveness. Retail
stores, consumers, jobbers and others
hastened to make their own tests, and all
were so thoroughly satisfied that they told
their friends and others about their "find."

The Si-len-ser had met the need su-
perbly, so that the afflicted set users could
install his own remedy and remove inter-
ference due to disturbing noises in the
power line. The test centers about the
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power line, for only when this picks up
the interference is the Si-len-ser effective.
Interference transmitted solely by radio
frequency is not cured by the Si-len-ser.
The manufacturer sets forth the following
frank advice:

"Do not order a Si-len-ser until you
first find out whether the disturbing noises
are in aerial or in power line.

"To do this, sketch the antenna from
the aerial binding post and turn your vol-
ume control up high. If the same noises
are in the loudspeaker that there were
with the aerial connected, you need the
Si -Tenser. If there are no noises in the
loudspeaker with the aerial disconnected,
don't buy a Si-len-ser.

"The Si-len-ser removes AC hum, elec-
tric noises, spark interference, and every
type of noise from electric line sources,
but has nothing to do with aerial pick-up

"The Si-len-ser is a scientific laboratory
achievement for the removal of extrane-
ous noises caused by electric household
and power house apparatus and is an es-
sential to every radio owner whose trou-
ble is not due to aerial pick-up.

"Investigate your aerial as above stated
and then order a Si-len-ser if you need
one."

Still Up to Each Listener
Radio is making itself felt as a power

in many ways besides its growth as a
gigantic industry. Many real estate men
are selling lots on the radio desirability
of a given location. Most of the fine new
apartments are being fully equipped for
radio use and the millenium will have ar-
rived when, out on the hunt for the new
apartment, the agent will show us into
a suite where every room has an aerial
plug, convenient outlets for our sets or
power apparatus, and built-in grills for
our speakers, telling us that the doctor's
office on the ground floor is fully shielded.
The final touch will be added when he
shows us a Si-len-ser attached to every
outlet.

Until that happy day, however, we shall
have to seek out and cure the causes of
interference ourselves.

Harris Joins Insulin
Harold J. Harris has joined the selling

staff of Insuline Corporation of America,
78-80 Cortlandt Street, New York City.
Mr. Harris will call on the trade in New
York City and vicinity under the direc-
tion of S. J. Spector, the president, who
together with I. Heller has been respon-
sible for the rapid growth of this con-
cern. Mr. Harris will push the full line
of Resistovolts made famous by Insuline,
also the line of Television apparatus, ra-
dio panels, tubing and rods for all radio
purposes. For catalogue address Mr. Har-
ris and mention Radio World.-J. H. C.

A THOUGHT FOR THE WEEK
NOW that the R. -K. -O. circuit, which

represents a combination made up of the
Photophone Co., Inc., an R. C. A. sub-
sidiary, and the Keith-Albee-Orpheum cir-
cuit, is functioning, the radio audience may
be sure of hearing the best there is in
vaudeville. But the so-called "sight" acts-
the mystifying prestidigitateur, the graceful
dancer and the breakneck acrobatic acts-
must still find their professional habitat be-
fore the footlights only. But just wait until
television comes into its own!
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The Correct Gm
[Parts I and II of this article on the

construction of the AC4, a receiver using
three type 227 tubes and one 171 or 171A,
were Published in the January 19th and 26th
.c.clies. Part III, the conclusion, follows.]

As Exemplified in the A
By Herman

Managing

THE COVER OF THE B SUPPLY HAS BEEN REMOVED, AS SHOWN AT LEFT, REVEALING THE 16 MFD. MER-SHON CONDENSER. PENCIL POINTS TO FINGER-TIP VOLTAGE ADJUSTERS. IN CENTER IS A REAR VIEWOF THE INTERIOR. NOTE HOW THE TUBE IS MOUNTED. THE COMPLETED B SUPPLY IS AT RIGHT.

HE wiring of the AC4 is easy, since
there are only four tubes and the B

supply is a factory -made product, and
this case is a certainty even though
the pictorial diagram of the wiring may
suggest some, complications. , A quick
glance may lead you to believe there is
a lot of trouble in arranging and wiring
the parts, but actually there is "nothing
to it." Indeed this is the simplest AC re-
ceiver that has ever been offered to the
home constructor, principally because
every other model encouraged you to
build your own B supply. But you could
scarcely improve on the compactness and
performance of the National Velvet -B,
hence this was chosen.

The pictorial diagram on the front
cover of this issue has the parts lettered
to correspond with the designations on
the schematic diagram, which is repub-
lished this week for your convenience.

The pictorial diagram is one-third scale,
and is exactly the same as the blueprint,
except of course that the blueprint is full
scale. Besides, the blueprint also has the
schematic diagram on it, and the complete
list of parts.

When you build this receiver it is ad-
visable you obtain a blueprint, as that
will further simplify and expedite the
work.

Nearly All Wiring Underneath

The top view on the pictorial diagram
shows the simple layout, with the milk -
ladle -shaped subpanel, which leaves room
for the B supply. There is little wiring
to greet the eye. Nearly all the wiring is
done underneath, hence the concentration
in the upper part of the pictorial diagram.

The leads from the filament transformer
to the sockets should be twisted and kept
as far away as possible from the detector
plate and grid.

The filament transformer and the B
supply are the last things to be connected,
since you will want to handle the sub -
panel a great deal, and turn it hither and
yon, during the wiring. Then, when the
power sources are connected, the B sup-
ply and the filament transformer are

fastened to the bottom of the cabinet
with woodscrews.

The B supply in particular affords facil-
ities for using 1/2 -inch right-angle brack-
ets, the four corner screws being re-
moved from the B supply casing and
driven home again through holes in the
brackets, the remaining bracket holes ac-
commodating the woodscrews.

The two-way plug shown to the left of
the filament transformer is any type of
AC plug that receives the two plugs of
the filament transformer and the B sup-
ply (one apiece).

Off and On

An AC socket of the porcelain type,
with a screw plug inserted, makes ready
f or the reception of the two-way plug,
or a screw -type two-way plug will fit in
this socket. The AC cable, which you
make, runs from the terminals of this
porcelain socket to the line, although one
side of the cable, of course, is interrupted
by the switch SW. Hence the single
switch controls all source of power. When
the switch is turned to "off" position
everything is off and stays off until the
switch is turned "on."

To the opposite side of the line is con-
nected a fixed condenser of .00025 mfd.
This is to pick up the ground. One side
of the line is at a ground potential. You
can determine this readily enough by
connecting the switch and the fixed con-
denser to opposite sides of the cable you

Six Brackets Secure
Subpanel to Cabinet

The AC4 subpanel is to be supported by
six brackets, not shown in the diagrams.
They are ordinary angle brackets, placed
at the five corners, the sixth bracket im-
mediately to the left of the B supply.
The bracket height depends on how high
your cabinet compels the subpanel to rest
above the bottom of the cabinet.

will extend from the porcelain socket to
the wall fixture. After the set is in opera-
tion reverse the plug in the wall socket,
to determine which connection gives the
louder signals. The one that does so
picks up the ground. However, the set
will work well no matter which way the
plug is connected into a convenience out-
let. The object of getting everything
straight is utter safety.

More Scientific Test
As an additional test, and one that

does not depend on the foibles of the
human ear, you may connect a 25 -watt
lamp, or any wattage electric house lamp
you may have handy, putting it in an AC
socket so you can run one lead to the
side of the line that goes through the
switch, while extending the other side to
a radiator or cold water pipe. If the lamp
lights the plug connection running to
your receiver is in the wall outlet in the
right direction, since a potential difference
exists between the high side of the line
and the radiator. Of course when a re-
versal is made the lamp will not light.

Mark the plug so that you will know
top from bottom or one side from the
other, in case you remove the plug for
any reason and want to insert it cor-
rectly again without renewing the test.

By observing these precautions you will
be following the rules of greatest sanity
and safety, with the switch in the high
side of the line, and the grounding con-
denser in the low side of the line. Thus
when you break the connection through
the switch you remove all possibility of
shorting the line (blowing a house fuse
is the usual result of such shorting) and
you get your set all fixed up properly for
distinction in radio frequency potentials
as well.

Avoid Trouble
The matching of the coils is not neces-

sary if they are wound very tightly, with
the same number of turns, same wire, and
same separation between each turn and
between primary and secondary. You
may wind them yourself that way with a
winder or get the factory -made coils.
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nections to the Line
C4 Compact Receiver
Bernard

1 Editor
The double condenser must be extremely
accurate, for here alone would real dif-
ficulty arise. Use the specified Hammar-
lund double condenser and avoid the only
possible source of serious trouble.

The placement of the coils, the type
of winding and the number of primary
turns insure successful synchronous tun-
ing, if the RF and detector plate and grid
wiring of the leads is made as shown,
this referring particularly to their length.

The other considerations that absorb
any set -builder's attention are volume,
sensitivity, selectivity and hum.

Of course the matched working of con-
densers and coils is taken for granted,
and reference to volume, sensitivity and
selectivity has to do with things inde-
pendent of the tuning mechanism. In this
particular receiver there are such inde-
pendent considerations that must be given
attention.

For Greater Volume
First, volume. This depends, in any

instance, on how much aerial pick-up
you are obtaining. As previously ex-
plained, this receiver will stand a long
aerial, even 150 feet, including lead-in.
If you use such an aerial, or one
as long, you may use 1,500 ohms as the
biasing resistor in the radio frequency
tube circuit (socket 1). But if you are
compelled to use a small aerial, of if
for any ather reason, such as a shielded
location that is poor in receptivity, you
may decrease the. amount of resistance.

The Electrad product has a slider at the
extreme end, so that naturally you use
the full resistance at first, but if you
want more volume you may loosen the
set screw and push the slider over, even
half way or more.

This remedy should be applied only if
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if the bias is wrong the detection is ab-
sent. Mere amplification takes place all
through the receiver and you hear noth-
ing.

It is impossible to obtain this result if
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necessary, nevertheless it should be ap-
plied even if the volume on some stations
is plentiful, while that on others is rather
weak. Bring up the weak ones, for you
may do so readily by the application of
this remedy.

Use It as Expedient
When this operation is made the selec-

tivity is slightly reduced and that is why
a lower biasing resistance for the RF
tube was not recommended in the first
instance, and is not now recommended,
except to meet the conditions just out-
lined.

Obviously the sensitivity is affected by
the resistance value, so that negative bias
is decreased and sensitivity increased by
the resistance decrease. As all receivers
are compromises between selectivity,
sensitivity and tone, you can adjust the
receiver to your own requirements and
thus obtain far better reception than
would be possible on a "machine -made"
model. The detector is important, since

P
Co

od

you use the specified B supply, detector
tube and value of biasing resistor R2.

The National B supply will deliver the
correct voltage, the detector obtaining
the full 180 at the high DC side of the
resistor R5. You are not interested par-
picularly in the current and voltage fig-
ures, but in the results, and the 50,000 ohm
resistor gives you fine detection.

If you use twice as much resistance for
R2, the detector biasing resistor, you
would get louder signals, but the detec-
tor tube would overload easily and would
carry too high a hum component. Most
of the hum centers around the detector
tube in an AC receiver. The 50,000 ohm
value leaves you virtually free from hum
if you will only keep the AC filament
leads away from plate and grid leads of
the detector, and of course keep the fila-
ment AC cable and the B supply cable
likewise distant from the detector plate
and grid leads.

[Other Illustration on Front Cover]
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THE VALUE OF RI CONTROLS SENSITIVITY AND VOLUME. THE TEXT EXPLAINS HOW TO ADJUST
THIS PERMANENTLY FOR YOUR LOCATION. .NOTE THAT THE GROUNDNG CONDENSER C10, AND THE
SWITCH SW, ARE ON OPPOSITE SIDES OF THE LINE. THIS IS IMPORTANT. THE TEXT TELLS WHY.
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THIS DIAGRAM OF A TWO SCREEN GRID TUBE RECEIVER WILL BE BO
CARE IS TAKEN IN ADJUSTING IT. IT WILL ALSO BE STABLE IF IT IS

REQUESTED BY JOSEPH ZABRISKI.
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I HAVE BEEN TOLD that all AC
voltmeters and ammeters will measure
DC as well. Is that true?

(2)-Are such meters as accurate as
DC meters?

(3)-What type of meters are useful
on both AC and DC?

WILLIAM BRADLEY,
Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

(1)-Yes, it is true.
(2)-They can be made as accurate, but

if a meter is calibrated on AC precau-
tions sometimes have to be made when
measuring DC. For example, it may be
necessary to measure the DC twice, re-
versing the current through the meter.
The correct reading is the average be-
tween the two.

(3)-The three types of meter which
can be used both for AC and DC are the
electrodynamometer, t h e thermocouple
and the hot wire types. The electrodyna-
mometer type works on the principle of
repulsion between two series connected
coils through which the current is flow-
ing. The repulsion is independent of the
direction of the current and hence the
meter measures AC as well as DC. The
thermocouple type operates on the princi-
ple of the electromotive force generated
at the junction of two dissimilar metals
when heated. The current to be measured

heats the junction. The heating is not
quite independent of the direction of the
current and hence DC must be measured
by allowing the current to flow first in
one direction and then the other, taking
the mean value. The hot wire type oper-
ates on the principle that the wire length-
ens when heated by the current to be
measured. It works eequally on AC and
DC.

* * *

IS THERE ANY advantage in using
tuning coils of large length to diameter
ratio and fine wire in receivers employ-
ing ganged condensers?

(2)-In making such coils should the
primary be placed at one end of the sec-
ondary or should it be placed inside?

(3)-Is it advisable to place shields
around such coils to prevent interstage
coupling?

CURTIS AVERY,
Guthrie, Oklahoma.

(1)-There are some advantages. The
coils are less selective than relatively
shorter coils and coils wound with heavier
wire. The lower selectivity makes it
easier to tune the gang. Also the long
coils have a more concentrated field so
that interstage coupling is reduced.

(2)-The primary should preferably be
placed inside because if it is placed at
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the reply can be written under or alongside of each query. Write on one side of sheet
only. Always give your university number.]
RADIO WORLD, 145 West 45th Street, New York City.
Enclosed find $6.00 for RADIO WORLD for one year (52 nos.) and also enter my
name on the list of members of RADIO WORLD'S University Club, which gives me
free information in your Radio University Department for 52 ensuing weeks, and send

me my number indicating membership.

Name

Street

City and State
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TH SENSITIVE AND SELECTIVE IF
WELL BY-PASSED AND SHIELDED.

one end the coupling between the second-
ary and the primary is too small.

(3)-It is not advisable to place the
coils in small shields. It is better to put
an entire stage inside one shield and
keeping the coils as far from the shield-
ing as practical.

* *

WHAT SHOULD the grid bias on a
CX-300-A tube be for most efficient de-
tection? I am now using grid leak and
condenser for detection but want to try
the grid bias method.

(2)-Is the adjustment of the grid bias
critical?

(3)-Is it necessary to take account of
the resistance in the grid circuit resist-
ance, that is the resistance in the second-
ary of the transformer?

FRED STOCKTON,
Binghampton, N. Y.

(1)-The tube is most efficient as a de-
tector when the bias is 2.25 volts negative.

(2)-It is quite critical and should not
be allowed to go outside the limits -2.5
and -1.75 volts.

(3)-There should be no resistance in
the grid circuit, but the resistance in the
secondary of a radio frequency coil need
not be considered.

* * *

I AM PLANNING to build a four tube
receiver using two screen grid radio fre-
quency amplifiers, three tuners and one
station of resistance coupled audio. Will
you please publish such a diagram if con-
venient?

(2)-I have had good success with tun-
ing the primary, and if you have such a
circuit I should like to have it. Can the
coils used in the Screen Grid Universal
be used in this circuit?

(3)-Do you think such a receiver
would be practical?

(4)-What size tuning condensers do
you recommend?

(5)-Can the circuit be operated with-
out shielding the radio frequency stages?
If not, where should the shields be
placed?

JOSEPH ZABRISKI,
Scanton, Pa.

(1)-See Fig. 727.
(2)-Yes. Omit the center tap on the

interstage coils. But it is better to use
tuned primary transformers without the
tickler.

(3)-It can be made to be very sensi-
tive and selective. Also stable if care is
taken in building it.

(4)-Condensers of .0005 mfd. capacity
and coils to match.

(5)-No. Use shields. Place the shields
after the tube so one complete stage is
shielded from all parts following. There
should preferably be shielding all around
each stage.
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BUILT BETTER
CONDENSERS AND RESISTORS

A COMPLETE CATALOG
with illustra-
tions and de-

tailed descriptions may be obtained free of
charge on request.

Your name will
be put on the
mailing list free
of charge on
request.

AEROVOX WIRELESS CORP.
741/2 Washington St., Biclyn., N. Y.

PRODUCTS THAT ENDURE

Bakelite Front and Aluminum Subpanel
for the

4 -Tube Screen Grid
Universal; also

DIAMOND OF THE AIR -
Five -Day Money -Back Guaranty

Finest eye appeal results from construction of the 4 -tube Screen Grid Diamond
of the Air when you use the official panels. The front panel is bakelite, already
drilled. The subpanel is aluminum, with sockets built-in, and is self -bracketing
Likewise it has holes drilled in it to introduce the wiring, so nearly all of it is

concealed underneath set. Make your set look like a factory job.
Front panel alone, bakelite, drilled
Aluminum subpanel alone, drilled, with sockets built-in

$5.00
11

$2.35
3.11

GUARANTY RADIO GOODS CO.
145 WEST 45TH STREET NEW YORK, N. Y.

).18).Mpljtjp,81,1J IIMIXALSUI $X1,1,111 Ip,,,PMAP 1,184 11U,M),11  I IMMIARK,,1 114,18AINAMMEL,1 LI1 

AIR COLUMN HORNS ARE SPLENDID!
Especially Those Made of Molded Wood

EVERYBODY who uses a horn loud speaker of the latest
air column design, with long tone travel, agrees that the

Model 595 has a travel distance of 8 feet from the
unit to the large end of the "bell." If you
must economize on space, use
Model 570, with a 6 -foot tone
travel, with not quite as
strong reproduc-
tion of low notes.
But No. 595 is bet-
ter and, if you've
t h e room (211/4"
high, 18" wide, 15"
deep), choose that
one. Every pur-
chaser is a de-
lighted customer.
Order one of
these specially
moulded wood
horns. Try it for
90 days. If not
delighted, return
4 and get back
your money, in-
cluding any ship-
ping charges you
paid I (Note: Not
a single one of
these horns has ever
been returned to us,
though we've sold many
hundreds!)
ACOUSTICAL ENGINEERING

ASSOCIATES,
143 West 45th St, New Yert City. ti

(lust East of BreadwaY) ".
Please ship me at 01)C0 the following (check off) : I

ID One No. 595 at $10.53, plus a little extra to

defray shipping costs; lend it already mounted I

In FREE baffle board.
13 One No. 570 at $7.84, plus a little extra to I

defray shipping costs; send it already mounted
in FREE baffle board.

1:1 One No. 112 horn motor (universal nozzle) at
93.53, plus a few cents extra for shipping.

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY STATE
90 -DAY MONEY -BACK GUARANTEE!

Model 570. size
15" high by 12"

wide by 12" deep, 8 -
root tone travel. FREE
baffle board. List price
$13.00. c (40%
and 2% off

Our
list price)..

$7.64
Model 112 horn motor
stands 250 volts without
Shoring (Illustrated at
fight). List price 98.00.
Nr price (40% and 2%

list Enloe $3.53

type, consisting of an
tone is splendid. Our

Model 595
(Illustrated above)

Baffle board (no4
shown) FREE with

each order. Met prise
$18.00. Our pries
(40% and 2% off list
priee)-

$10-58

?ill  triO1MMIM VaN1ANIlirottfill rr1lr E I Q.14,01  rrellilaW

naytheon'l
Ki110-Lamp

for
Television
Reception
This lamp is made
in numerous types
a n d styles, which
provide suitable light
sources and light-
sensitive relays for
all systems.

List Price, $7.50

Foto'Wi
for
Television
Sending
This is an extra -
sensitive broadcast-
ing tube, supplied in
either hard vacuum
or gas -filled types,
and in two sizes of
each.
Information and prices

on application

MFG. CO.
CAMBRIDGE, MASS.

r For THAT RADIO
DEAD SPOT

Are you locatod In a poor radio neighborhood?
Too many aerials, perhaps, or bad radio shadows?
Why not try the ANTENNA PLUG CLAROSTAT?
Something entirely new. Plugs into any electric
sorket or outlet, and provides a wonderful antenna
system which often reaches out beyond dead spots.
Ask your dealer about It, or write for "Socket
Antenna Radio."

Your dealer, If he Is pro Ivo, handles
the Claroslat Line. Ask him how you sae

improve your radio set.
CLAROSTAT MFG. CO., INC.

Specialists in Variable Resistors
291 North 6th Sl. Brooklyn, N. Y.

-CLAR0,5TA-16
HIGH RESISTANCE

VOLTMETERS
0-300
in portable
Me, full
nickel IL -
1st), 84"
tipped eord
(illustrated
at left).
(Cat. No.
3481

$4.58
0-500 v.,
Tests ALL
poa er
packs, B

eliminators, etc. Same casting as
above. (Cat. No. 317) $5.50
Just the thing for service men eustom
vet builders, home experimenters.

GUARANTY RADIO GOODS CO.
145 W. 45th St, N. Y. City

One good radio idea may be worth
millions. Barawik has thousands of ideas
for radio set builders to make more money.
Barawlk's Big Radio Book will help you
while elections ore on and big national
events stir the world.

Send for your copy today - NO cv.

BARAWIK co 1312 CanI Station.
CHICAGO, U. S. A.
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SOCKET WRENCH

F
R
E
E

Push out control lever with knob (as at left)and put wrench on nut. Push down on handle
only (at right), then turn nut left or right.

ONE of the handiest tools for a custom set
builder, service man or home constructor

is a BERNARD socket wrench.
It consists of a 63,;" long metal tubing in

which is a plunger, controlled by a knob.The plunger has a gripping terminal (called asocket, hence the name "socket wrench") that
may be expanded or contracted to fit 6/32,8/32 and 10/32 nuts, the most popular sizednuts in radio.

Use the knob to push out the plunger, pressdown on the handle to grip the nut, then turnthe nut to left for removal or to right for fast-ening down. Total length, distended, including
stained wooden handle, 10". Gets nicely intotight places. Send $1 for 8 weeks' mail sub-
scription for RADIO WORLD and get this
wrench FREE.

No other premium with this offer. Present
subscriber may extend subscription by stating
he is one, and entitle himself to this FREE
premium, making $1 remittance.

RADIO WORLD
145 WEST 45TH ST., N. Y. CITY

A few doors east of Broadway

Cash in on This Offer Now!
ONE full year's subscription for any TWO of the following magazines given to you-RADIO

NEWS or SCIENCE AND INVENTION or RADIO (San Francisco) or BOYS' LIFE.
Select any TWO of these four publications, each of which will be sent to you (at onlyone address, however) each month for twelve months- in other words, 24 issues-if you willsend in now your subscription for RADIO WORLD for two years (104 numbers) at $10.00.RADIO WORLD'S subscription price for one year is $6.00, so you gain the extra 2 dollars bytaking advantage of the liberal offer for two-year subscriptions; and, besides, you get a sub-scription for each of the TWO other magazines selected from the enumerated list, making atotal of 128 numbers for $10.00.
If you want to select only one from among the four other magazines, you may obtain thisone for TWO years, so that you will be subscribing for RADIO WORLD for two years andfor the other magazine for TWO years, all for only $10.00 (both mailed to one address only).These offers are rightly regarded as among the most liberal ever made, but as they arelimited as to expiration date (see notice below) you must act now.
Please use the attached coupon.

SPECIAL TWO -FOR -PRICE -OF -ONE COUPON
RADIO WORLD, 145 West 45th Street, New York City (Just East of Broadway) :Enclosed please find 810.00, for which send me RADIO WORLD each week for two years (104 numbers),and also send me, without extra cost, each month for one year each of the following TWO magaairtes-total,24 issues-grand total, 128 numbers:

CI 0 RADIO NEWS 0 0 RADIO (San Francisco)0 SCIENCE AND INVENTION 0 0 BOYS' LIFEIf you want one of each, put a cross in a square next to the name of each of the two other magastneaIf you want a two-year subscription for ONE of the above magazines, with the two-year subscription lerRADIO WORLD (same grand total of 128 numbers), put two crosses before the name of one magazine.If you prefer to pay $6.00 for only one year's subscription for RADIO WORLD (52 numbers) and gelone of the other magazines for ono year, without extra cost, put one cross in one square in front of the llamaof one magazine.

Present RADIO WORLD
substrIbere may renew under Name
this eller. If renewing. put
a miss here 0.

Street Address

City State

THIS OFFER EXPIRES AT NOON ON MARCH 1ST, 1929

AFRO

KITS
1 el

129
TheRlg GreenBook gives
the very lat:,st details on Aero
Coils and Kits, Short Wave Radio,
newest broadcast radio receivers, short
wave converters, telephone transmitters, coil kits,
adapters and a host of new wrinkles for 1929.

24 Different New Kits
Shown for 1929

The kits everyone is talking about are fully
described in the new 1929 Aero Green Book-
Aero 7-29, Aerodyne 6-29, Chronophase, Metro-
politan, Trio, International, Standard, Radio-
phone-in Shield Grid, A.C. and D.C. models.
Be sure to send for your copy of this 25c Big
Green Book-worth$25.00 to anyone who wants
to keep up with the latest radio wrinkles.

Mail coupon for your copy today-NOW!

PD ppsmo
INCORPORATED

4611 E. Ravenswood Ave., Dept. UZI
CHICAGO, ILL.

MAIL THIS COUPON NOW
AERO PRODUCTS. INC. Dept. 12$9
4611 E. Ravenswood Ave., Chicago, III.
Send me your Big Aero Green Book, 25c, giving the
la testi nformation on What's New i n radio, short wave,
etc.
Name

St. and No

Vity sta

VICTOREEN
Super Coils

Write ter Free Blueprints al
New Victereen Dimwits

Geo. W. Walker Co.
2825 Chester Avenue

Dept. B Cleveland, 0.

CH
Tubadapta prolongs life of power tubes.
Used in last stage.

ARTHUR H. LYNCH, INC.
1775 Broadway New York City

Send for free Lynch radio manual .r

BLUEPRINT
FOR

Bernard's Economy 3
Price $1.00

PHILIP COHEN
(Suite 1214) 145 WEST 45th ST.

NEW YORK CITY

Quick Action Classified Ads
Radio World's Speedy Medium for Enterprise and Sales

10 cents a word - 10 words minimum - Cash with Order
DAVEN TELEVISION KITS

With Motor, Neon Lamp, Two Scanning Discs,
Daven. Television Amplifier. Special price $34.00.

MARTIEN RADIO SHOP
Galion, Ohio

SEEDS FOR SALE
ALFALFA SEEDS, hardy common varieties
$8.40, $10.20, $60. bushelsweet; Grimm variety
Alfalfa seed $181.2. Scarified clover $3.90.
$5.20; Alsike or red clover $15. Bags Free. Send
for samples and catalogue. Kansas Seed Co.,
Salina. Kan.

SHIELD GRIDS. AC., $4.00; DC. $3.50; Raytheon
Kino-Lamp, $6.00; 1929 kits. Write H. Davis, 230
So. Adams, Glendale, Calif.

I HAVE twelve dynamic chassis speakers-AC
models-fine speakers, brand new. Be one of the
lucky dozen to get these at $17.50. Guarantymoney back in 5 days. P. Cohen, R 1214, at143 W. 45th St., N. Y. C.

ARTISTS and Art Students are printing 250signs or pictures an hour without machinery.Sample and particulars 10c. Straco, 1014 Mul-berry, Springfield, Ohio.

EIGHTEEN .microfarads of capacity, using Mer-
shon condensers that will not ruin, becausethey're self -healing in case of puncture. Thislarge capacity gives stability and humless quality

in a marvelous new B eliminator, using the -80full -wave rectifier tube on 50-60 cycle 105-120 v.AC maximum output voltage at 35 milliamperesis full 180 volts for -71 or -71A power tube, orlower voltage may be used for -12 or -12Apower tube. The voltages are (B-) (B-1-22to 45 variable) (B -F67 to 85 variable) (B-1-90 to135 variable) (13-1-180). Size 6% inches high by 7inches wide. Equipped with finger-tip adjusters
and insulated binding post strip. Price, all builtup in de luxe metal housing with crackled glossfinish, including tube, $18.00. Immediate shipment.Send remittance and we pay cartage. OrderC.O.D. and you pay cartage-Custom Set Build-ers Supply Co., 57 Dey Street, N. Y. City. Tel.,Barcla7 8659.
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YOU MUST GET
THIS BOOK!

BOOK 18 21/2" THICK,
WEIGHS 3% LB8., 1,025

ILLUSTRATIONS.

DRAKE'S RADIO
CYCLOPEDIA
(New Edition)

has been developed to
answer the questions' of
service men. custom set
builders and borne con-
structors, of experiment-
ers, students. salesmen
and operators of receiving
equipment and to allow
all these to have instant
access to the information
they want. The author,
Harold P. Manly, has
collected and translated
into plain English the
material formerly obtain-
able only from dozens
of scattered sources.

Each rule, fact, method.
plan. layout and diagram
is instantly picked out

and separated from every-
thing else by placing all
subjects in alphabetical
order with cross references
for every imaginable

name under which the Information might be
claimed.

This alphabetical arrangement lets the experienced
worker refer directly to the one thing In which he
Is interested at the moment without hunting through
non -essentials. The needs of the beginner are cared
for.The important articles deal primarily with receivers
and reception. They da not stop with the electrical
end, but ge also into the mechanic's of construction.

Every new thing in radio le covered in detail.

1.680 Alphabetical Beadles from A -battery to
bre Beat

1025 Illustrations, Diagrams. Layouts and Graphs
920 Pages, Each 8 by 9 lashes

240 Combinations for Receiver Layouts

OF THE PRINCIPAL ARTICLES
159 tenure seri/lee nos, 129 help the set builder.

182 nelp the experimenter, 155 Interest the student.
75 assist In sales work, 73 interest set owners.

Radio World: "The moat suitable volume for those
who want the facts stripped as far as possible of
Intricacies. Useful addition to any library."

Radio Broadcast: '"The reviewer doe's not believe
that a more satisfactory addition to the experimenter's
library in any one volume can be made."

QST: "The information is eo put as to be of moot
immediate use to the constructor and repair man,
and, remarkably enough, includes apparatus of most
recent origin."

Radio: "Seldom is any subject so comorehensivelY
and practically explained."
GUARANTY RADIO GOODS CO..

145 W. 45th St., New Yerk, N. Y. Oust E. ei WwaY)
Gentlemen: Please mail me at once the new

( second) edition of "Drake's Radio Cyclopedia," by
Harold P. Manly, just published, with all the latest
technical information in it. I will pay the postman
$6.00 plus a few cents extra for postage. If 1 am
not delighted, I may return the book in five days
and you will promptly refund my purchase money.

Name

Address

City State .....
5 -DAY MONEY -BACK GUARANTY!

BUILD A 24 -INCH
CONE -LOWEST COST
FOR FINEST TONE!

NEW
POWERTONE

UNIT
with 5 -ft. cord

Designed Front Sheet
Plain Rear Sheet
Radio Cement
Mounting Bracket
Apex
Chuck
Nut
Tri-Foot Pedestal
Instruction Sheet

ALL FOR ONLY

$600
REMARKABLE GUARANTY!

This 24" Cone Speaker Kit is sent complete,
as listed, carefully packed. Order one sent
C. 0. D.

SEND NO MONEY!
Build the speaker. If not overjoyed at

results, return the built-up speaker in five
days and get ALL your money back!

PLUG AND CABLE for any SHORT WAVE ADAPTER
Handiest thing for ANY short-wave adapter.
Put detector tube of your present set In

- Stfsgs.,..4",

any short-wave adapter you
plug in detector socket of your

broadcast receiver. Cable,
34". Leads identified both
by color scheme and tags.
5 -prong plug and 5 -lead

cable for AC
short wave
adapter. May
be used as
S - lead bat-
tery cable
plug with
UY socket.
(Cat. No.
Z1AC) UAL
4 -prong extra
plug only,

YELLOW necessary ad-dition to
other for DC short-wave
adapter (Cat. No. 21DC)
$0.50.
Cat. No. ZIAC and 21DC
ordered together $1.75.

GUARANTY RADIO GOODS CO.
145 WEST 45TH STREET

New York City Just East of Broadway

socket of
build, put

PURPLE

BROWN

BLACK

GREEN

HBH
Unit

GUARANTY RADIO GOODS CO.,
143 West 45th Street, N. Y. City
(Just East of Broadway)
Check off proper squares below:

Partial Payment
Plan and

Money -Back

Guaranty!

Manufactured Under BBL License

0 Please ship AT ONCE on 10 -day money -back I

guaranty one HBH unit with 10 -ft. cord. I.

 65c extra
bracket.

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY

for moulded metal tri-foot mounting

STATE

IF you are looking for a unit that gives you
MOST volume, NO trouble, FINEST fre-

quency response and MOST rugged construc-
tion, order an HBH Unit (illustrated). This
is supplied with 10 -ft. cord. Price $5.95. Pay
postman only $4, plus little extra for postage.
Try this unit for 10 days. If not delighted,re-
turn it in that time and get your $4 back
promptly. If you keep the unit pay the bal-
ance of $1.95 in 90 days.

10 -DAY MONEY -BACK
GUARANTY

GUARANTY RADIO GOODS CO.
145 WEST 45TH STREET

N. Y. City Just East of Broadway

Please look at the subscription date stamped on In this way you will get your copies without
your last wrapper, and if that date indicates that interruption and keep your file complete.
your subscription is about to expire, please send Subscription Department, Radio World, 145 West
remittance to cover your renewal. 45th St., N. Y. City.
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De Luxe Carrying Case FREE
With Each Jiffy Tester Combination!

This Meter Outfit Makes Thirteen Vital Tests
in Only 41/2 Minutes!

INSTRUCTION SHEET GIVES FULL DETAILS OF THESE THIRTEEN TESTS

The Jiffy Tester
in its Case is a
Testing Labora-
tory All by Itself.
Leave the meters
in the case.
Simply lift out the
p 1 u g , attaching
the four - prong
adapter, if testing
a four -prong tube.
Put plug in socket
of receiver to be
tested; put tube in
Tester socket.
The B voltmeter
automatically con-
nects to the pro-
per points when
its tipped leads
are inserted in
the two binding
posts at rear.

This housed Jiffy
Tester, with high
resistance v o 1 t -
meter for measur-
ing B voltages,
including those of
eliminators, is a
service kit of the
highest value. The
case is furnished
in a de luxe finish,
with handle. A
patented snaplock
makes it impos-
sible for the lid to
open accidentally.
The Tester and
high resistance
meter fit so snug-
ly in place that
they will not jar
in transportation.
A 5 -day money-
back guaranty at-
taches t o each
sale.

Jiffy Tester Combination, shown one-third size, includes 0-10 voltmeter reading AC er DC (game meter reads both); 0-20, 0-100milliammeter, with change -over switch; cord and plug with 4 -prong adapter; 0-300 high resistance voltmeter. Price $13.50.Cbmplete instruction booklet and de luxe carrying case FREE with each order.

Jiffy Tester a Scientific Trouble Shooter
Every service man, custom set builder, home experimenter, student or teacher needs
one of these Jiffy Tester Combinations Amply accurate for this class of work.
You will be well satisfied with assured 5% plus
or minus accuracy. Jiffy Tube and Set Tester, consisting
of 0-20, 0-100 combination milliammeter, 0-10 AC and

$ 1 3.50DC voltmeter and 0-300 high resistance voltmeter. De
luxe carrying ease and instruction booklet FREE with
each order. Jiffy Tester Combination A.

The 0-300 high resistance voltmeter in "Jiffy Tester Combination A" is accurateto 5% plus or minus, so that at maximum reading it is not more than 15volts off. Those desiring a more accurate 0-300 highresistance meter, never more than 3 volts off, at maximumreading, should order "Jiffy Tester Combination B,"which has a 0-300 meter accurate to 1%, at a cost of$1 extra. Order "Jiffy Tester Combination B." De luxecarrying case and instruction booklet FREE.

Here Are the Thirteen Vital Tests!
to measure the filament voltage, uP to 10 volts, of AC and DC
tubes;
to measure the plate current of any one tube, including any power tube,
from less than 1 milliampere up to 100 milliamperes;
to measure the total plate current of a receiver or amplifier, up to 100
milliamperes. (Hardly any set draws more);
to measure the B voltage applied to the plate of tube; the voltage *crew
B batteries or B eliminators, up to 300 volts;
to determine the condition of a tube, by use of the grid bias
switch;
to measure any tube's electronic emission;

to regulate AC line, with the aid of a power rheostat, using a 27 tube
as guide;

Note All That You Get!
For $13.50 you receive:
(I) One Two -In -One 0 to 10 voltmter f AC and DC. Same meter reads both.

Scale especially legible at 1 Vs
toro71/2

volts. This meter reads the AC and DC
filament voltages.

(2) One DOUBLE reading DC mIlllammeter, 0 to 20 and 0 to
100 always*millimperes,with changeover switch. This reads plate current, which Is DC In

all sets.
(3) One 0-300 volts high resistance voltmeter, No. 346, with tipped 30" cord

to measure B voltages.
(4) One 5 -prong plug with 30" cord for AC detector tubes, etc., and one

4 -prong adapter for other tubes.
(5) One grid switch to change blas.
(6) One 5 -prong socket. (9) One handsome moire metal ease.
(7) One 4 -prong socket (10) One Instruction sheet.
(8) Two binding posts. (II) One de luxe tarrying ease.
If 0.500 volt 5% accuracy high resistance meter Is preferred to 0-300 volts, add
$1.00, and order Combination C at $14.50.
If 0-500 volt 1% accuracy high resistance meter Is preferred to 5% accuracy
0.500 voltmeter, add $2.00, and order Combination D at $15.50.
[Note-A Pear of adapters for UV199 tubes, Cat. No. 999, at $1.00 extra.
These are not sold except with Jiffy Tester Combination.]

(8)

(9)
(10)

to test continuity of resistors, windings
of chokes, transformers and circuitsgenerally;

to find shorts in bypass and other condensers, as well as in inductances,resistors and circuits generally;
to read grid bias voltages, including those obtained through drops inresistors;

(11) to determine the Presence of distortion and overloading;

(12) to test for correct bias;

(13) to determine starting and stopping of oscillation.

[Note-Instruction booklet fully. informs you how to make each andevery one of these tests in a jiffy.]

I

I
Please ship at once your Jiffy Tester Combination for which I will pay post-man advertised prices, but no shipping charges. (Check off below.)I 0 One J1ffy TesterCombination A ( -10 v., 0-20, 0-100 re. a., 0_900 v.,carrying case, instruction booklet FREE Price $13.50I El One Jiffy Tester Combination B (same as above, but with 0-300 voltmeteraccurate to 1%). Price

$14.50I
0 One Jiffy Tester Cbmbtnation C (same as A. except 0-500 voltmeter re-places 0-300). 'Price

$14.50
I

El One Jiffy Tester Combination D (same as C, except 0-500 voltmeter isaccurate to 1%). Price
$15.50

I
El Set of 199 adapters. Price

$1.00

I NAME

110 MM,

GUARANTY RADIO GOODS CO.,
145 West 45th Street, New York City.
(Just East of Broadway.)

ADDRESS

CITY

NM =I 11211  I  MN MI MEI

STATE
5 -DAY MONEY -BACK GUARANTY
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METERS
For Portable or Panel Use

High resistance 0-300 Voltmeter,
accurate to 1%. Measures any
DC voltage to 300, including B
eliminators. Provided with 30"
cord, with luxurious jack tips and
hanger. Meter full nickel de
laze flaisb. No. 3461'.
No. 347F, same as above, but 0-500 volts, $5.00

POCKET AND PORTABLE VOLTMETERS
No. 8 -For testing A batteries, dry or storage,

0-8 volts DC scale $1.00
No. 10 -For testing A batteries, dry or storage,

0-10 volts DC scale 1.10
No. 1d. -For testing A batteries, dry or stor-

age, 0-16 volts 1/0 Neale 1.00
No. 50 -For testing B batteries, dry or stor-

age, but not for B eliminators, 0-50 volts
DC scale 1.01

No. 89 -For testing B batteries, dry or stor-
age but not for B eliminators, 0-100 volts
DC scale 1.25

Na 40 -For testing A and B batteries, dry
or storage, but not for B eliminators; double
reading, 0-8 volts and 0-100 volts DC scale 1.75

No. 42 -For testing B batteries, dry or stor-
age, but net for B eliminators; 0-150 volts
DC scale 1.50

No. 348 -For testing AC current supply line
Portable, 0-150 volts 4.00

No.
No.
No.

$ 50

PANEL AC VOLTMETERS
(Panel meters take 2-5/64" hole)

851 -For reading 0-15 volts AO..,..
$51 -For reading 0-10 volts AC 2.25
353 -For reading 0-6 volts -AC... 2.25
(See No. 348 under 'Pocket and Portable

Voltmeters.")

PANEL VOLTMETERS
No. 835 -For reading DC voltages, 0-8 volts, $1.00
No. 310 -For reading DC voltages, 040 volts, 1.00
No. 316 -For reading DC voltages, 0-16 volts, 1.0b
NO. 328 -For reading DC voltages, 0-6 volts, 1.00
Na 337 -For reading DC voltages, 0-50 volts, 1.00
Na 839 -For reading DO voltages, 0-100 volts. 2.25
No. 342 -For reading DC voltages, 0-150 volts, 2.25
No. 340 -For reading DC voltages, double read-

ing, 1-8 volts, 0-100 volts ........ 1.58

VOLTAMMETERS
No. 18 -For testing amperage of dry cell A

batteries and voltage of dry or storage A
batteries, double reading, 0-8 volts, and
0-40 amperes DC $1.25

No. 35 -For testing amperage of dry cell A
batteries and voltage of B batteries (not B
eliminators); double reading, 0-50 volts, 0-40
amperes DC 1.50

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

PANEL MILLIAMMETERS
311 -For reading 0-10 milliamperes DC..$1.75
325 -For reading 0-25 milliamperes DO.. 1.0$
350 -For reading 0-50 milliamperes DC.. 1.00
390 -For reading 0-100 milliamperes DC.. 1.00
399 -For reading 0-300 milliamperes DO.. 1.00
394 -For reading 0-400 milliamperes DC.. 1.00

VOLTAGE REGULATOR
No. 218 -For preventing excess voltage on the

filament and cathode of AC tubes, by com-
pensating for excess line voltage $5.00

POCKET AMMETER
No. 1 -For testing dry cells, 0-50 ampere DC

scale pocket meter $ .75
6 -VOLT A BATTERY

CHARGE TESTER
No. 23 -For showing when 6 -volt A battery

needs charging and when to stop charging;
shows condition of battery at all times $1.00

PANEL AMMETER
No. 938 -For reading amperage, 0-10 amperes

DC $1.00

Immediate Shipment
GUARANTY RADIO GOODS CO.,
145 West 45th Street, New York City.

Just East of Broadway
Bend me the following individual meters (quantity in
square):
CI Cat. No. 0 Cat, No. 0 Cat. No.
0 Cat. No. 0 Cat. No. CI Cat. Ne.

NAME

ADDRESS

STATE

TEN-DAY MONEY -BACK ABSOLUTE GUARANTY!

RADIO WORLD

0-600 V. AC and DC

High Resistance Meter
Same Meter Reads Both

Accurate to 1 per cent.

The 0-600 volt AC and DC meter (Cat. No. 600),
with 3 -ft. cord, de luxe tips and hanger $7.00.

THE output voltages of all B eliminators, the voltages
of all B batteries, as well as the house current line

voltage, whether AC or DC, and the voltage across power
transformer secondaries, can be accurately measured by
this meter. The full scale is 0-600 volts, and this same
meter measures both AC and DC. Since it is a high
resistance meter, of extraordinary range, and accurate to
1% plus or minus, it Is advisable to get this meter for
your testing purposes, since it is like two meters in one
-AC and DC. You can find trouble more quickly.
Without it you can't tell if a power transformer second-
ary is delivering voltage. 10 -day money -back guaranty.

GUARANTY RADIO GOODS CO.,
145 West 45th Street, N. Y. City.

(Just East of Broadway)
Please ship at once one 0-600 volts AC and DC high
resistance voltmeter, accurate to 1% plus or minus (Cat.
No. 600); meter equipped with 3 -ft. cord, moulded tip
receptacles, tips and hanger.

[Put cross in proper square below.]
 $7.00 enclosed I will pay postman $7.00 plus few cents extra for

postage.

Name

Address

City State

PARTS FOR
THE AC 4

Complete Kit of Parts for the AC4, less
B eliminator $36.75
Complete Kit of Parts for AC4, with

National B eliminator (180 v.) including
280 tube $54.75

Complete Kit. of Parts for AC4, with
National B eliminator, 280 tube, cabinet,
three 227 tubes, one 171A tube and Table
Model Polo Speaker (nothing else to
buy) $75.00

GUARANTY RADIO GOODS CO.
143 West 45th Street

New York City

COILS FOR THE NEW

AC 4
Two

Two

AC5 (for .0005 mfd.)
@ $1.50 each . . . .$3.00

AC3 (for .00035 mfd.)
@ $1.75 each.... 3.50

SCREEN GRID COIL CO.
143 West 45th Street

N. Y. City
(Just East of Broadway)

.1.5. 51,51, Conlial 5.i

Si,,, To... Me From". 511.

4 Tab, Pripolir unfl, Sara So

4 Tuti, 5wW1 Grid 5er

11111.105..(15to1501.)

titilorinator for 1 C turnip?

Fourteen Circuits
Each Shown in Colored Picture Diagram,
Colored Schematic Diagram and Front

Panel Layout
Get This FREE Book!

Complete AC electric receivers, with B elimin-
ators included, also AG receivers without B
eliminators, also battery operated models, all easy -
to -build circuits, using your awn parts.

Colors Prevent Error
Red lines are used in all the diagrams to de-

note filament leads, light blue lines for grid con-
nections, green lines for plate leads and heavy and
Iiiht black lines for the rest. You can't make a
mistake if you let the colors be your guide.

The Radio Blueprint Library of AC and Battery
Hookups, one volume, in FOUR COLORS, is a veritable
encyclopedia of tested DX hookups, with 45 illustrations of
fourteen different circuits, and a textual explanation ofeach circuit. Besides, the booklet contains the Story of
Radio, lists of parts for all fourteen circuits, andStation Log Chart on which to record the stations youreceive and the dial settings.

This Is the very volume you've been wanting for along time, and you can get a copy of the latest edition
(1929), just off the press.

RADIO WORLD, 145 W. 45th St., N. Y. City.
(Just East of Broadway)

Gentlemen: Enclosed please find $1.00 for which please
send me Radio World each week for eight weeks (regular
price, $1.20) and besides send me a FREE copy of the
1929 edition of The Radio Blueprint Library of AC and
Battery Hookups.

Name

Address

City State
Note: Present mall subscribers may take advantage of

this offer by putting a cross in this square. 0 Your sub-
scNription will be extended eight weeks.

Nt

Front and Subpanel
for the

AC 4
Front panel, drilled for National Drum Dial,

volume control switch, and for "dummy".$2.35
Subpanel, 6x19", cut milk ladel shape, to per-mit room for B eliminator; 4 sockets built intosubpanel; other holes drilled
SPECIAL: We carry National Velvet B(type 3580) in stock, also 280 tube. Get ourprices on these. Blueprint for AC4 $1.00

GUARANTY RADIO GOODS CO.
143 W. 95th St., N. Y. City

Blueprint of the

Price
AC4

RADIO WORLD
195 W. 45th St., N. Y. City

$1.00
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HOW TO USE SCREEN GRID COILS

Model 5HT. High impedance 3 -circuit
tuner, to work out of a screen grid RF
tube. For .0005 mfd, $3.00

Model 3HT. Same as above, but for
00085 $3.25

GRID
(CAP)

WHEN a screen grid tube is used as a radio
frequency amplifier, the maximum gain, the
best amplification, the most volume and the

most DX are obtained by tuning the plate circuit.
Then this enormous amplification is itself doubled by
providing a secondary with twice as many turns as
the primary has. The secondary is not tuned. The
high impedance 3 -circuit tuner at left (Model 5HT) is
an example, as is the two -winding coil (Model 5TP)
at lower left. The primary in these two instances is the out-
side winding and the tuning condenser goes across it. The
secondary is wound on a separate form that is riveted insidethe primary form. Preferably mount coils with binding posts at
bottom for short leads. Then the connections for Models 5HT,
3HT, 5TP and 3TP are, from right to left as you look at the
back of the coil: B+135, near front panel; plate of screengrid tube; two rotary leads (for tuner only); grid and (nextto panel) grid return.
The antenna coil to use in screen grid circuits is 5A or 3A(upper right), because it is so designed as to equalize tuning.
The low, almost zero, capacity between grid and filament ofthe tube is compensated by extra turns of wire, so that ifthe tube following the screen grid is of another type, for
instance a regular detector, the elemental capacity difference
is nullified. The antenna coupler has a continuous winding in
shaded colors. The end with the larger number of distinctiveturns goes to grid, the opposite end to ground. Either of the
two remaining binding posts goes to antenna.

For single control screen grid sets the inductive trimmer type
of antenna coupler (Model 5AS or 3AS, at right) should be
used. The inductive trimmer coil for interstage coupling isModel 5TPS or 3TPS (not illustrated), but its connections areshown in the diagram at lower right. An inductive trimmeradds to or subtracts from the reactance, which is very im-portant for resonance in single control sets. Trimming condensers only increase reactance, hence fail where decrease isneeded.

Model 5TPS Interstage coupler to screen grid tubes, with
inductive trimmer. For .0035 mfd. $2.25

Model 3TPS, same as above, except it is for .00035 $2.50

ALL ROTOR COILS HAVE SINGLE
HOLE PANEL MOUNTING FIXTURE

SCREEN GRID PRIMARY
TUBE (OUTSIDE WINDING)

-PLATE

F ILAIY) EN't SCREEN GRID
Bi- 45 GRID RETURN

C G" POST) 81-135

A -SECONDARY
( INSIDE
WINDING)

ANY TUBE

HOW tuned primary in plate circuit is wired for a screen grid tube. This
illustrates the use of Model 5TP or ITP. also Model SET and MT, exeWS
for the rotor coil connections.

Model 5TP, the wiring of which is
.hown In ihe diagram directly above, is
an interstage coupler for screen grid
tubes. For .0005 mfd. $2.00

Model 3TP. Same as above, but for
.00035 $2.25

Model 5A. osnaucurety coupled an-
tenna coil for input to screen grid radio
frequency amplifier. For .0005 mfd.
condenser. Price $1.78

Model IA. Same as above, but for
.00035 $2.00

Model 5AS. Conductively coupled an-
tenna toll for single tuning control screen
grid sets. Rotor is an inductive trim-
mer. For .0005 mfd. $2.75Model 3AS, same as above, but for
.00035 $3.00

PRIMARY

In single ("intro' crireults Model 5TPS is used as shown, ter interstage
',Guiding. The rotor is an inductive trimmer. The tube at left is a screen grid.

Model R5, interetage coupler for re-
placing present coil in existing receiver
when screen grid tube is substituted.
For .0005

Model RI. game as above, but for
.00035 $ 1.75

Coils for Other Than Screen Grid Tubes
When any tubes other than screen grid tubes are used as radio frequency

amplifiers, standard coils are used. for instance Models T5 and T3, the three -
dm it tuner shown above at right.

For the antenna coil In such a circuit use one with two separate windings.
the familiar radio frequency transformer, with about 14 turns on the primary.
This RF transformer is therefore used as antenna eon and as an interstage coil.

The resultant loose coupling of antenna reduces the capacity effect of the
antenna and thus the standard TRF coils, with 201A, 112A, 228, 227. 199 or 240
tubes, providing the same RF tubes are used throughout, may be used In single
control sets without trimming devices. This is true if the coils are absolutely
matched, as Models RF5 and RF3 are.

The small winding (primary) Is connected in the antenna -ground circuit, or,
for interstage coupling. in the plate circuit The large winding (secondary) is
tuned and is put In the grid circuit.

Model RF5. Antenna coil or interstage coupler for any and all tubes, except 
lag only screen grid tubes. For .0005

Model RF3, same as above, but for .00035
Model T5, standard 3 -circuit tuner for ,0005
N1,1.1 Ti vtandard 3 -circuit tuner for .00030
Model SAC. $1.50 Model SAC

$ 1.00
$1.25
$2.25

$2.50
$1.75

Model T5, standard 3 -siren' tuner.
Dot for ecreen grid tubes, but for all
ethers. P'er .0005 $2.50

Model T3, same, but for .00035 $2.75

-USE THIS COUPON- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Screen Grid Coil Co., 143 W. 45th St., N. Y. C. (Just East of Broadway)

(Specify Quantity in the Squares)
Please mail me at once your following coils, for which I will pay
postman the advertised prices, plus a few cents extra for postage.
0 Model 0 Model  Model D Model 0 Model

Name

Address

City State

SEND NO MONEY!


